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There is almost no area of British life that isn’t
touched with a kind of genius for names.

Bill Bryson, NOTES FROM A SMALL ISLAND

I remember well the day I first learned about my mother’s ancestral sur-
name. I had been dabbling in genealogy since 1980, with somewhat scattered
focus but with a lot of enthusiasm for all branches of my family tree. It was
1985, and my research log shows that I was then spending most free moments
roaming the stacks at the Sutro Genealogy Library in San Francisco. There,
in a nineteenth century Kentucky county history and biography compilation,
known among genealogists of my generation as a “mug book,” was clear evi-
dence of my mother’s descent from a family originally called Pettypool.1

Where, I wondered, could such a name have come from? To my mom’s knowl-
edge, her family name had always been Pool, not even Poole, the more elegant
and genteel, Anglophile version, but just plain Pool.2 It reminded me of the
mud holes my sister and I played in during summer break in the small, rural
agricultural community of my childhood. Little did I know that my quest to
find out as much as I could about the family name would lead me to half a
lifetime of search and discovery and an obsession to find and record as much
about that name and family as I could.

As it turns out, my childhood association for the name was
closer to the truth than I could have known, but I get ahead of
myself . . .
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So, where did the name and the family come from? This narrative
has two purposes. First, it traces the origin of Pettypool, the surname, from
its first appearance in medieval England to its demise there. Second, it relates
as much as is currently known about those English forebears who carried the
name.

The fact that the name is rare and unusual has both helped and hindered
my pursuit of its story. Because it is not ordinary, I can be confident that
anytime I find a reference to the name, whether in America, in England or
elsewhere, the individual in question will be kin of some degree of related-
ness.3 On the other hand, its rarity means that those bearing it have always
been thin on the ground, and the genealogical clues few and often hidden.

Moreover, those bearing the surname in England were not of an aristo-
cratic origin. Although the economic and social status of individual Pettypool
families varied across time and location, few that I have found in England ap-
pear to be of high social status. Accordingly, like most families of common
background, they would have been frequently over-looked by the authorities
who created and maintained the civil and church records that provide a larger
window onto English society.

In addition, there is the question of the availability of records of such great
antiquity. Although England has an absolutely amazing quantity of very early
written material, many such records, as is true pretty much universally, have
no doubt been lost through human negligence and/or natural disaster. More-
over, in most English jurisdictions before the sixteenth century, clerks wrote
only in Latin, a great impediment for those of us not classically trained. Only
if some historically minded person (perhaps a record-office keeper, antiquar-
ian society member or an academic needing historical material) has translated
and/or indexed such early records will we likely either know of them or have
access to them.4

Records referring to Pettypool family members are meager indeed prior to
the sixteenth century, although, remarkably, some scattered and/or fragmen-
tary early records do exist. References to Pettypool family members become
considerably more available with the onset of the required recording of vital
information by Anglican parish priests beginning in 1538. Even so, the typical
genealogical goal of building an orderly pedigree linking an unbroken succes-
sion of generations of Pettypools back into the Middle Ages has been impos-
sible with the currently available English material. What does exist, however,
will allow us to become acquainted with the origins of the name and to learn
something about the everyday lives and the economic and social concerns of
our distant Pettypool ancestors.
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CHAPTER 1

Origin of the Pettypool Surname

According to scholars of English surnames we will not have success trying
to trace individuals using their surnames much before the year 1200. Prior
to that time there was little need to identify anyone other than by his or her
forename. Most business or travel was confined to the local area, for most
within no more than the walk to the nearest market town, usually no more
than a radius of six or seven miles.5 In most regions population levels were
low and people thinly spread. Local context provided any clues needed to
differentiate several individuals of the same forename.

When surnames did begin to appear, most arose from the following sources
according to surname scholar, David Hey6:

1. Patronymics (names derived from the father’s personal name, e.g. Ed-
wards, Phillips, Williams)

2. Nicknames (names derived from personal attributes, dispositions or pe-
culiarities, e.g. Fox, Grey, Short)

3. Occupations (names derived from trades or occupations,e.g. Skinner,
Miller, Smith)

4. Topographical names (names derived from general features of the land-
scape where the family lived, e.g. Bridge, Green, Hill)

5. Locative names (names derived from specific places, including places as
small as hamlets and farmsteads, e.g. London, York, Walton)

It is this last class of names that supplied our family with the surname
Pettypool. Hey notes that when locations have been the source, most often
“families took their surnames from the places that they had just left when
they took up residence in some distant town or village”.7 Before the rise of
universal literacy and the standardization of spelling in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, it is such moves into regions with even slightly dif-
fering language patterns and dialects that may account, in part, for the early
variations in the spelling of Pettypool that we will encounter.

Surname variants are also thought to arise when there are existing names
or parts of names in a new district that resemble the recently arrived surname.
Locals try to assimilate the transported name into a pronunciation and, sub-
sequently, a spelling that is most familiar to them. This assimilation process
may offer yet another clue about how alternative renderings of the Pettypool
surname were arrived at.
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In an earlier publication I briefly described the process by which I initially
traced the origin of the surname, citing several speculative suggestions made
by genealogical compilers and early twentieth century writers about surname
origins. Many of these suggestions call to mind a “nickname” origin for Petty-
pool. They range from the fanciful (derived from the French “le petite poulet”
for “little chicken”) to the mildly insulting (derived from medieval English “pet-
tipol” for “small head”).8 In the book aptly titled Surnames,9 English author,
Ernest Weekley, cites the early version “Podipol” as a variant of the Middle
English “physical” nickname, “Puddifoot,” meaning “thick or stumpy.”10

With the advent of the Internet even more incredible explanations for ori-
gins have appeared. For example, along with the offer of a Pettypool fam-
ily crest, one company opines that “known variations of the Pettypool family
name include Pettey, Petty, Pettie, Pety, Petie and others” and that this family
was “first found in Warwickshire where they held a family seat from very an-
cient times as Lords of the Manor of limington. . . ”11. Unhappily, my English
research has uncovered no Warwickshire connections, no ancient or any other
Pettypool families of likely gentry standing.

The Pooty Pools Farm Place-Name as the Source of
the Pettypool Surname

Figure 1.1: Author at Pooty
Pools Farm.

Occasionally I have encountered specu-
lation that the surname Pettypool has
continental European origins. Although
I have seen guesses about a possible
Huguenot, German or Polish source,
Pettypool does have a decidedly En-
glish provenance. As I will subsequently
demonstrate, it arose from the farm
called Pooty Pools in the Essex parish of
Roxwell.12

Suggestions for the origin of Pooty
Pools, the place-name, remain highly
speculative. Noting that the word
“pooty” meant “snailshell” in some di-
alects, in an earlier publication I sug-
gested this meaning as a potential place-
name source.13 Alternatively, Roper has
proposed that the fore part of the name
could come from an “Old English uncompounded personal name such as
Putta or Pud(d).”14 Not surprisingly because of its apparently very ancient age,
Pooty Pools Farm may never yield sufficient evidence to confirm with certainty
its ultimate place-name origin.

2
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Credibility of Other Possible Pettypool Surname
Sources

In a subsequent section, I will summarize a brief history of Pooty Pools Farm
itself, which seems to have existed since well before 1200. I will then turn to
a review of what is known about early families carrying the surname.

First, however, I will address other plausible English place-name origins for
Pettypool and evaluate their credibility as a source for the surname. Although
claims for English origins similar to those suggested by House of Names.com
are far from the mark, now and again there do appear online references to
English locations that, on first reading, appear credible as Pettypool surname
sources. Two of the most suggestive are Pettypool Hall (and associated land-
marks) in Cheshire and a minor location called Puttypool in the southwest
Devon parish of Cornwood.

Figure 1.2: Pettypool Place Names.

Cheshire

Pettypool (alternatively Petty Pool) Hall, Lake, Dam, Hill, Park, Brook, Wood
are related sites in the Whitegate Parish of central Cheshire. In addition to a

3
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farm bearing the place-name, the site currently is home to the Petty Pool Trust
Outdoor Centre and College. The outdoor center is licensed to provide adven-
ture activities such as climbing and canoeing, and the college serves young
people with learning disabilities.15 The site may also be familiar to World War
II American veterans who were members of the 80th Infantry Division as Pet-
typool Hall served as the English command post for this unit.16

Some sense of the history of this locale, as well as for most English place-
names, exists because of the work of the British Place-Name Society.17 In
compilations for most of the historic English counties, surveys sponsored by
the Society have made use of the earliest available documentary evidence to
establish origins for all the named places (including field names) and land-
marks in England. To accomplish this goal some of England’s earliest existing
written material was exhaustively and systematically surveyed and any in-
stance referring to a place-name was tallied. In this way the unfolding history
and development of the names have been identified and analyzed. Since the
founding of the Society in 1923 results of these studies have been published
and include a series of volumes for Cheshire.

Interestingly, the Cheshire entries describing the place-name Pettypool in-
clude no references to it before the early sixteenth century, and the likely ori-
gin is said to be “ ‘little lake,’ from pety and pol. . . 18” Thus,although its spelling
is akin to the most commonly found contemporary variants of the surname
Pettypool, the Cheshire place-name Pettypool seems an unlikely candidate as
a precursor to the surname for the following reasons:

• Cheshire is geographically distant from Essex, the site of the earliest
recorded instances of the use of Pettypool as a surname

• The first occurrences of the Cheshire place-name are noted much later
(early sixteenth century) than the earliest Essex occurrences of the known
variants of the surname Pettypool (twelfth and thirteenth century)

• No instances of the use of Pettypool as a surname have heretofore been
found among the documentary records of Cheshire nor its near neigh-
boring counties.

Devonshire

The situation for the Devonshire place-name, Puttypool, is similar to the Che-
shire example. Based on nineteenth century English census returns for Corn-
wood parish, there appear to be at least one cottage and a meadow that car-
ried the place-name Puttypool. There is, however, no documentary evidence
that either site lent the name to a family that then carried it forward as a
surname. No Puttypool families have appeared in any Devon records nor is
there evidence of any occurrences of the use of the place-name earlier than
the nineteenth century.19

Bay of Bengal, India

In the interest of completeness, I mention another place-name that sometimes
appears when the Internet is searched for variants of the name Pettipool(e).

4



When the British colonized the subcontinent of India in the early sixteenth
century and introduced factories for processing exports, a town called Petipola
became one of the factory cities. Located on the Coromondal Coast of the
Bay of Bengal, Petipola was occasionally referred to in letters or documents
written by agents for the British East India Company. In a compilation of
some of these letters, the city is sometimes erroneously referred to with the
following variants: Pettepole, Pettipolly, Pettipole, and Pettepolees.20 These
substitutions illustrate a common feature of spoken language. Since the two
elements, “petty” and “pool, ” were and are familiar forms for English speakers,
they are readily substituted for any name (e.g. Petipola or Puttypool) that
approximates them in pronunciation.
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CHAPTER 2

The County of Essex:
English Home for the Pettypool Surname

Having eliminated all potential English sites other than Essex as the home
of the Pettypool family, I will now set the stage for the rest of the story with
a brief and greatly simplified survey of that county’s physical and economic
character. I am indebted to A. C. Edwards, author of multiple editions of A
HISTORY OF ESSEX for providing a readable and detailed but general historical
guide to the county. Much of what follows comes from the sixth and latest
edition, published in 2000.21

Figure 2.1: Essex.

As is true for most locations, Essex’s social and economic history has been

6
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largely defined by its geography, its geology and its relationship to neighboring
areas. Essex is bounded by water on almost all sides: by the Stour River in
the north where it borders Suffolk; by the Thames River in the south, where
it shares a border with Kent; by the Lea and Stort Rivers on the west, where
it borders Hertfordshire; and by the North Sea on its eastern border. This
abundance of navigable waterways has had both positive and negative impact,
opening the way for trading opportunities as well as leaving its populace more
vulnerable to foreign invaders.

Perhaps of greatest influence are those border areas not bounded by wa-
ter. Essex sits mostly north and east of the great Metropolitan area of London,
which forms its southwestern border and the nearness of which from late
medieval times has greatly affected its social, political and economic develop-
ment.22 As well, a river or the sea also does not define a small portion of its
northwestern border, that bordering Cambridgeshire.

The highest point in Essex is but 458 feet, with lands favorable to agri-
culture predominating in the northern, central and western sections of the
county. Marshland, pasturing and maritime industries predominated histori-
cally in the southeast and along the eastern coastal regions. As we follow the
Pettypool family in their movements through time, we will have occasion to
explore a bit of many of these various Essex regions.

For most of the period that preceded the immigration of William Pettypool—
our American ancestral progenitor— agriculture and its related crafts domi-
nated the economic lives of those living in Essex. Residents of the parts of
Essex frequented by our ancestors participated in an agricultural system that
was unusual across much of England until recent historical times and likely
had been made possible by Essex’s geology. According to Edwards,

[it is probable] that the field patterns were determined by geol-
ogy. The rich boulder clay land of central Essex is an area of an-
cient enclosure into fairly small fields of chunky shapes, enclosed
well before written records became common. Maybe, in some parts
of this area the enclosure was even earlier, inherited by the East
Saxons from the Romans or, perhaps, even prehistoric settlers.23

It is to the small “chunky” Pooty Pools Farm in this central part of Essex
that we now turn our attention. Consistent with Edwards’ assertion that these
small enclosed farmsteads arose early in the history of settled Essex, it is
thought that Pooty Pools Farm, located in the parish of Roxwell, carries one of
the two oldest recorded place-names in the local area.24

7



Figure 2.2: Tithe map showing Pooty Pools, part of Roxwell Parish,
Essex.

8
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CHAPTER 3

Early References to Pooty Pools Farm in Documentary Sources

The earliest known mention of both Pooty Pools Farm as well as an individual
called by the name appears in an Essex record over 800 years old. The effort to
understand this record provides an opportunity to introduce several medieval
legal and dating issues that aid in understanding the remainder of the story.

In England, as was to be the case in the American colonies, records re-
garding land, including its uses, acquisition and disposal, constitute one of
the surest avenues for productive genealogical research. As pointed out by
F. W. Maitland in his distinguished history of English common law, “in the
Middle Ages land law is the basis of all public law.”25

The system whereby land law assumed such importance in English society
arose out of the medieval English legal and social arrangement that has come
to be known as feudalism. Briefly, feudalism as practiced in England rested on
the governing premise that the King held title to all of the land in his dominion.
In turn, he awarded large allotments to his great barons (or lords), who in turn
leased plots to their sub-tenants (lesser lords). These sub-tenants, in turn,
created their own sub-tenants. Accordingly, for the periods during which we
will explore records about Pooty Pools Farm and the Pettypool family, England
was divided into manors (estates) of various sizes.

Because of the confusion in title that frequently resulted from the possibly
lengthy chain of sub-tenancies created by the feudal system, medieval English
civil court records are largely concerned with validation of land titles in one
form or another. It is, therefore, not surprising that little over a decade after
the first central recording of English law cases began, Pooty Pools Farm is the
center of a title dispute. Thus from autumn of the year 1206 we read,

Michaelmas Term 8 John 1206.

Essex: Michael de St Philiberto seeks against Richard de Putepoll
four shillings of rent and other customs from his land, which he
holds of him in Putipoll’: and Richard says that he does not hold
any tenement from him, because Thomas, son of Abraham, de-
raigned26 his land, which he held, against him in the county27

of Essex; and Thomas comes and says that he, himself, deraigned
that land against the same Richard by writ de recto and against the
same Michael similarly by writ de recto in the county by default:
and Michael says that he was never impleaded in the county, nor
did he have a summons. Whereupon it is considered that it is to
be sent to the sheriff and that he causes to be made a record of
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that dispute as to the manner by which it was deduced between
them in the county; and he is to cause the justices to know this by
four knights, who were present at that judgment, in the octave of
St Hilary.28

Since this is the first citation of a medieval document, it’s now a good
time to define some of those legal terms and procedures. First, it is useful to
recall that Norman French and Latin were the official languages of the English
courts from the time of the Norman Conquest of England in 1066 and that all
such early records (and up until the early eighteenth century for most English
administrative record-keeping) need to have been translated before most of us
can decipher them. Although the above-cited document in its original format
was rendered in Latin, this abstract of the legal action has been translated. As
is the case here, relevant documents throughout this narration will be shown
only in translation, either from secondary sources or based on a translation
sought by me.29

Immediately noticeable in this record is the matter of dating, which gives
the date in terms of the reign of an English monarch (called a regnal date),
in this instance King John. Many translated records have substituted the
calculated calendar date for its regnal counterpart.30 For example, in our
record the 8th year of King John’s reign encompassed parts of 1206 and 1207.
The inclusion of the designation “Michaelmas Term” dates the document even
more closely, for it refers to the term of the court, which typically sat four
times of year. Kirk describes the date limits associated with each law-term as
follows:

Hillary term began 23rd or 24th January, and ended 12th or 13th February.

Easter term began some day between 8th April and 12th May, and ended
some day between 4th May and 7th June.

Trinity term until 1541, began some day between 27th May and 30th June,and
ended some day between 17th June and 21st July. After 1541, it began
five days and ended seven days earlier.

Michaelmas term until 1641, began 9th or 10th October, and ended 28th
or 29th November. After 1641, it began on 23rd or 24th October. After
1752, it began on 6th or 7th November.31

Another convention regarding the dating of early records also needs to be
mentioned. Occasionally dates will be encountered that are in a double-dated
year format. This will happen only for dates prior to the year 1752 and occurs
because of differences between dating conventions associated with the civil
year versus the historical year in England (and in the American colonies as
well). Thus,

. . . the first thing to be aware of is that, in England, from about
the late 12th century until 1751, the civil, ecclesiastical and le-
gal year began on 25 March, nearly three months later than the
historical year. For dates in the intervening period, the historical
year will therefore be different from the civil year. For example, the
date we call 1 January 1751 (historical year) remains 1 January
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1750 (civil year), because the civil year 1750 continues until 24
March. . . To avoid confusion, such dates are often written as 1
January 1750-1, or 1 January 1750/1.32

Other early records will be encountered in which documents will be dated
using reference to Saints’ Days. Although there are numerous Catholic saints
and associated feasts that were celebrated in the medieval world, some of the
most commonly encountered in the documents that we will read have been
identified as the following:

Feast day of the Blessed Virgin Mary: 25 March.

Feast day of Sts. Philip & James: 1 May (first day of the Easter Quarter
Sessions.)

Feast of St. John the Baptist: 24 June.

Michaelmas day: 25 September.

Birth of our lord Christ: 25 December.33

Having addressed some of the issues that can arise with dating conven-
tions in early English records, we now return to the part of our story con-
cerning the history of Pooty Pools Farm. The lawsuit cited on page 9 appears
in what are called the Curia Regis Rolls. These rolls comprise a collection of
some of the earliest English records from the courts of the King’s Bench and
Court of Common Pleas. Many of these records were transcribed and printed
in the nineteenth century and contain “plea rolls, essoin rolls and some eyres
from 1194-1272.”34

In order to correctly comprehend these records, we need to become ac-
quainted with some additional specifically medieval legal terms. An “essoin”
was a term denoting an excuse from attendance at court made by an individ-
ual who had been required to attend. The excuse was brought to the court
justices on the required day either in writing or by proxy via another person
(this person also was called an “essoin”). An “eyre” was the term used to de-
scribe the traveling courts instituted by the English monarchy in the twelfth
century and which lasted through the early fourteenth century.35

Unhappily, even in translation, much of the language of these early rolls
presents difficulties in interpretation, the current citation being a prime exam-
ple. So, in this record. . . what is the source of the disagreement about land in
Putipoll, who’s doing what to whom and what does Richard de Puttepol have to
do with any of it? Also note that not for the final time, the clerk has rendered
the place-name/surname with two different spellings. Dr. Matthew Tomp-
kins, Honorary Fellow from the University of Leicester’s School of Historical
Studies graciously has provided the author with much appreciated assistance
in the effort to comprehend the import of this particular record.36

Relying on Dr. Tompkins assistance, we learn the following. Michael de
Sancto Philiberto has sued Richard de Putepoll for four shillings in rent and
other customary services from land that Richard holds [occupies ⁄ leases] from
Michael at Putipoll. Richard responds that he, in fact, did not hold the land
from Michael but rather that the land had been granted to him by Thomas
son of Abraham and that Thomas had established title to the land (derainged
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the land) in the Essex county court by filing an action asserting his rights to
it (writ de recto).

Moreover, Thomas appears and also indicates that he had established his
right to the land over Michael in the same Essex county court by the same
action (writ de recto). Michael responds that he was never sued nor did he
receive any summons. The justices of the King’s court decide to withhold
judgment in the case, ordering that the Sheriff of Essex make available to them
at the next session of court (the octave of St. Hilary – between the 20th and
26th of January, 1207) a copy of the Essex county court record documenting
the dispute, which will be brought back to them by the four knights who were
present when the writ was presented.

As the case progresses, two additional records from the King’s court demon-
strate that the defendants, Richard de Putepoll and Thomas son of Abraham,
intend to keep this case before the justices of the court (although they may
be pursuing stalling tactics). The following excuses from court come from the
essoin rolls for the same period. They read:

Essoins de malo veneindi [due to illness] in three weeks after the
feast of St. Michael (20 Oct 1206)

2418. Essex: Richard de Putipol against Michael de St. Phile-
berto concerning a plea of rent (of services) by William, son of
Roger. In the octave of St. Martin. He made oath.37

Essoins de malo veniendi [due to illness] of the same term [octave
of St. Hilary – 20 Jan 1207]

2497. Essex: Thomas, son of Abraham, against Michael de St.
Phileberto concerning a plea of land by William, son of Robert.
Richard de Putipol against the same man by Ralph the small. In
the quindene after the octave of St. Hilary. They made oath. And
Michael appoints in his place William de Bouch’.38

These latter two entries provide commentary on the progress of the lawsuit
as it meanders through the medieval judicial system. The first of the essoins
comes from the series returned during the Michaelmas or autumn term, 1206,
the same term in which the original case was initiated. Even though the court
had ordered that the case would be heard again the following winter term
(octave of St. Hilary), Richard apparently was summoned to appear again
during the Michaelmas session but subsequent to the original filing of the
case since the “octave of St. Martin” refers to the eight days following the
feast of St. Martin, which falls on November 11. In response to the summons,
Richard sends William son of Roger with an excuse of illness for failure to
appear.

The second essoin record causes further delay as both Richard and Thomas
send word by their essoins that neither can appear (by reason of illness) at
the Hilary Term, 1207, the term in which the court has declared that evidence
shall be delivered that will answer Michael’s charge. Thomas sends William
son of Robert, and Richard sends Ralph the small to deliver their excuses.
Perhaps the Sheriff of Essex has not delivered the pertinent evidence on time,
or perhaps the parties have agreed in principle (or by collusion – see below) to
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settle the case but have not yet come to an agreement about terms and are
using this procedural device as a way to buy more time.

In any event, the court allows them a bit more time by giving them a new
court date of two weeks (quindene) after the week following (octave) St. Hilary,
the court session which began 20 Jan 1207.

Although I’ve discovered no other intermediate judgments regarding this
case in the Curia Regis rolls, the terms of the conveyance appear to have been
resolved as indicated by a document (called a Fine) from the Easter Term
8 John 1206-1207. In this document the place-name is given yet another
spelling – Pudipol this time. Dr. Tompkins writes that he presumes “the Fine
post-dates the lawsuit in the Curia Regis, though that isn’t entirely certain.
It is dated Easter term, 8 John, but the 8th year of John’s reign began and
finished in the middle of two successive Easter terms (one before and one after
Michaelmas 8 John). . . ”39 The Fine reads:

8 John 1206-1207.
Eas. Michael de St. Philbert, dem. By William de Boven’. Thomas
Fitz Abraham, ten. All the land which Richard de Pudipol held of
dem. in Pudipol. Ten. to hold of dem. By the free service of 4s.
yearly. Cons., ½ mark silver.40

As we will have opportunities to observe, the medieval legal conventions
transferring title to land had a slightly different format than at present, but
these Fines function much as deeds do today. As Dr. Tompkins points
out, such Fines were often fictitious lawsuits. He notes that these suits
were brought “by collusion between the apparent plaintiff and defendant as a
means of effecting a conveyance of the land from the defendant to the plaintiff
(the court order saying the land properly belonged to the plaintiff effectively
constituted a conveyance of the land).” 41 Thus, it’s not always possible to be
certain whether any particular Fine refers to a genuine dispute or is a collu-
sive conveyance. Dr. Tompkins offers the following interpretation of the Fine
under discussion:

In this particular Fine Michael de St Philbert has ostensibly
sued Thomas Fitz Abraham [Thomas son of Abraham] for title to
the land in Pooty Pools which Richard de Pooty Pools used to hold
[rent or lease] from Michael, and the court has ordered that hence-
forth Thomas will hold it as Michael’s free tenant, paying 4s. a
year rent, and one-off consideration of 6s. 8d. The consideration
makes me suspect that it is probably a collusive conveyance, ie
Thomas is buying a new tenancy from Michael, though it may be
that he actually bought Richard’s own tenancy from Richard and
has had to be forced to acknowledge that he has thereby become
Michael’s tenant, owing him rent.42

A still later thirteenth century reference to Pooty Pools Farm appears in a
volume of deeds, including mortgages, that fell under the jurisdiction of the
Exchequer of the Jews.43,44 The following citation (taken from No. 1197, dated
1235, and held by the British Museum), is translated from the Latin, contin-
ues for several pages and describes a transaction in which
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The Lessor, Ralph de la Newelond, passes to Hugh of London
certain lands lying in his manor of Newland in Roxwell in the
County of Essex; the Lessee acquitting Ralph of his debt to the
Jews.45

A detailed description of the Newland Manor land includes reference to
several adjacent properties, among them

Seventeen acres of meadow from the meadow which lies be-
tween Kadipol and Pootepools.46

It is not clear from these records whether Pootepools was also part of the
Newland Manor47 estate holdings at the time this deed was recorded in 1235,
but it appears to have been. As such it could have been one of the parcels
received by Hugh of London from Ralph de la Newelond in return for Hugh’s
agreement to honor a debt Ralph had incurred by borrowing money using his
land as security. Thus, Ralph had mortgaged his land and ultimately lost it,
possibly to the advantage of Hugh of London.

A reference to the ownership of Pooty Pools Farm survives from over 200
years later in the bequest of John Copto, from a will made in November, 1469
and proved in January, 1470.48 A man of some wealth and stature in his time,
Copto held lands and properties (tenements) both in Essex and in Suffolk, the
county lying just to the north of Essex. Among a whole series of bequests
concerning other than his immediate heirs, Copto leaves the sum of 6s. 8d.

To the mending of the muddy way in the king’s highway between
my tenement called Podypoles (Pooty Pools in Roxwell) and the
tenement of William Trenchaunt.49

Locating Podypoles (notice yet another rendition of the place-name) along
the “king’s highway” seems at odds with any contemporary or other known
description of the farm’s location. Unless the term was used more generally
to describe any of the roads leading from the region of London to the Essex
hinterlands, no report from recent time suggests that Pooty Pools lay on a road
designated as important as the “king’s highway.” Perhaps further research will
prove otherwise.

A long period ensues before we encounter records allowing us to learn
more about the ownership of Pooty Pools Farm. The next chronological evi-
dence comes from documents associated with nearby Skreens Estate, of which
Pooty Pools Farm is listed among its holdings from as early as 1795.50 It may
be that Pooty Pools came under the ownership of the estate somewhat ear-
lier since George Branston, a member of the family that owned Skreens had
bought a group of Essex properties in 1735 that included Pooty Pools.51 The
absence of eighteenth century maps of the Skreens Estate properties makes
the inclusion of Pooty Pools hard to prove, and earlier maps (from 1635 and
1639) of the Skreens holdings do not reveal its presence. Sale catalogues and
deeds do show that Pooty Pools Farm continued as part of Skreens into the
early twentieth century.52

Jumping ahead again, we find that Pooty Pools Farm entered the twenty-
first century under the stewardship of the Ralph Metson family. Under the
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ownership of the Metsons, the farm plays a dynamic role in Roxwell parish
community life. Housing a steel fabrication business, in June, 2012 the farm
was host to a local parish celebration marking Queen Elizabeth II’s Diamond
Jubilee53 and more recently was the site of a regional ploughing competition.54

Of note, the farmhouse and farm buildings on the site have been “grade II
listed,” a designation indicating their historical importance as part of the 2
percent of the English building stock that are “buildings that are of special
interest, warranting every effort to preserve them”. 55,56

Figure 3.1: Sixteenth century barn at Pooty Pools.
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CHAPTER 4

Pettypool Family History:
A few words about Methodology and Organization

I first visited Pooty Pools farm and the Essex Record Office in 1989, at which
time I was able to confirm the presence of the family name and its connection
to the farm. Most of my research in the subsequent twenty-five years, or so,
was done at various genealogy and university libraries in the San Francisco
Bay Area and through correspondence with Dr. F. G. Emmison, for years
the head of the Essex Record Office. After the recent posting of key resource
documents online (see: Pettypool Families in 1500s and 1600s: Overview,
page 50), and with much interpretive help from Dr. Tomkins, I was able to
advance my research until I felt it ready for publication.

Although I have not searched records for every county in England, based
on the evidence outlined in the previous chapter, I am confident that the family
name originated in Essex. Moreover, I believe that the families having that
name remained there, or nearby, for the five centuries prior to the time of
immigration to America. My confidence in this scenario relies on knowledge
of English social history and the history of the evolution of British surnames.
The following is a summary of Richard McKinley’s observations about early
family names of locative origin from the region where the Pettypool place-name
and surname arose:

• Small free tenants (status of the earliest Pettypools) in the southeast of
England (location of Essex) started acquiring surnames between 1170
and 1250, the earliest of all parts of England.

• Locative surnames are among the oldest type of hereditary surname.

• There is increasing evidence that locative surnames acquired in the Mid-
dle Ages were at first the surname of a single family.

• Most locative surnames have remained scarce. Those that survive re-
main from among a much larger group that have been lost.

• Most locative surnames stay clustered around the place of origin.57

Virtually all records that I have found mentioning variants of the surname
Pettypool (forty unique spellings, so far) have their origin in Essex or quite
close by. I also found that the records for good stretches of time tended to clus-
ter in certain geographical areas. Although it may merely be a consequence
of selective record availability, as time elapsed it’s as though any remaining
(male) member(s) of the extended Pettypool family during any one era moved
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on to new locations (usually toward London and the Thames) that promised a
better standard of living. Consequently, I have organized the story as a series
of narratives centered on a particular locale and time.

The variation in the surname across time raises another issue that calls for
explanation— conventions regarding the spellings that will be used in this nar-
rative. When referring to specific historical documents, I will use the spelling
of the surname as found in that source. When I refer to the family in general,
I will use the most common variation currently used – Pettypool.

Note to the Reader A number of family lineage charts will be en-
countered throughout the document. Those prior to the seventeenth cen-
tury are necessarily speculative and are so labeled. Care has been taken
in evaluating evidence for the chain of paternity within any one locale and
time frame, and an argument will be made that all Pettypool families en-
countered in England during the several centuries before immigration to
America were likely related at the distant-cousin level. However, the na-
ture of the currently available records (primarily parish entries) and their
sporadic survival makes it difficult to claim with certainty unbroken lines
of descent within individual families and particularly across the various
time periods.
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CHAPTER 5

Pettypool Families before 1300:
Cambridge, Thaxted & Wimbish

Historians conventionally (and roughly) divide the time spanning the end of
the Roman occupation of Britain until the modern era into several large pe-
riods: the Middle Ages or medieval era (500– approximately 1500), the early
modern era (1500– 1800), and the modern era (1800 onward). Although such
artificial divisions overlook the steady flow of any one family’s lived reality,
they serve the purposes of our study of the history of the Pettypool family and
provide reference points for terminology used in this narrative.

Figure 5.1: Sites from pre-1300- 1400.
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Year 1066
When our family’s story begins, England was a few more than one
hundred years past the Norman Conquest of 1066, an event that forever al-
tered the English social and administrative landscape.58 The leader of the
Conquest, who became known as William the Conquerer, needed ways both
to compensate his Norman followers and to control his new possession. He
accomplished the former by dispossessing native Anglo-Saxon landlords and
redistributing their lands to favored parties and partially accomplished the
latter with new administrative discipline.

One aspect of the administrative overhaul was the introduction of Latin as
the language of government and another was greater emphasis on accurate,
written public records as a basis for crown decisions and tax collection. As
we have seen in the section detailing the history of Pooty Pools Farm, both
changes had ramifications for the creation of records that we will use to learn
about our Pettypool family ancestors.

As observed earlier, it was during the latter part of the medieval period that
our Essex ancestors first came to the attention of the English civil authorities
and chroniclers of government business. The same records (from the early
1200s) that document the first mention of Pooty Pools Farm also make men-
tion of one of the first of the Essex men likely to be known permanently by the
same surname as the place-name.59

Although we cannot be certain that the Richard de Putepoll summoned in
the land transaction, or an even earlier man, was the medieval progenitor of
the Essex families who eventually came to be known by the name Pettypool,
David Hey elaborates the view that many locative-based family surnames and
thus family progenitors are attributable to a single medieval individual. Hey
writes:

[Richard] McKinley and [George] Redmonds have used the tech-
niques of historical and genealogical research to determine ‘the
chronology of the use of stable hereditary surnames, in the dif-
ferent regions of the country, and in the different social classes’.
They have shown that each county has its own distinctive sur-
names which originated there in the middle ages and which have
often remained largely confined to the region around the point of
origin. They conclude that very many surnames, particularly the
locative ones derived from hamlets or individual farmsteads, have
a single-family origin, though the limitations of medieval evidence
make this assertion very difficult to prove in any individual case.60

A Richard de Putepoll appears in other written transactions from the 1200s,
not only in the earlier cited reference to Pooty Pools Farm, but also in records
from the early to middle 1200s. A fair presumption is that these several men-
tions from the early 1200s likely refer to the same Richard.

How do we know that Richard or any other Pettypools used “de Pudipol” (or
its many variants) as a true surname in the 1200s and not just as a byname
(for example, “John from London”)? Written records that allow us to trace
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the movements of Richard and others bearing the name in this early period
of name formation strongly suggest that these men had used the surname in
an even earlier period, likely in the late 1100s, presumably upon moving away
from their original home farm in central Essex. A review of these medieval
records for the portion of the family that lived in the north and northwestern
regions of Essex lays out the evidence for this assertion:

1220-1221
Curia Regis Roll No. 79
[Hilary and Easter] 5 Henry III [1220-1221]
Essoins de malo veniendi
221. Simon of Iffeld attorned John son of Robert v. Richard la
Vieille, in a plea of charter warrant, by Richard of Puttepol, in the
quindene of Easter. Pledge of the essoin, Richard of Stapelford. 61

Dr. Matthew Tompkins has again come to my rescue in explaining this
entry from the Curia Regis rolls. By the way, this record is an excellent il-
lustration of the legal complexities created by the feudal forms of landholding
peculiar to England. Although I have somewhat condensed and edited his
comments, Dr. Tompkins makes the following observations:

This entry, no. 221, is one of a series of entries recording the
process of two linked lawsuits relating to . . . land in Cretenden
(scattered between entries 205 and 236). The land had been owned
by one William Frebern, who leased it to John son of Robert, who
sub-leased it to Richard la Vieille (see entry 229). Some kind of
dispute blew up between la Vieille and John son of Robert (see
entry 215) and la Vieille has sued his landlord John demanding
that he stand by the lease he had granted (that he ‘warrant his
charter’) and pay compensation. . . Entry 221 is a rather insignif-
icant procedural stage in the lawsuit, which occurred in the week
beginning a fortnight [fourteen nights or two weeks] after Easter
(the “quindene” of Easter), when John son of Robert failed to turn
up for a hearing and his attorney, Simon of Iffeld, as John’s at-
torney, submitted John’s legal excuse for absence (“essoin”) due
to illness (“de malo veniendi”) through a representative, Richard of
Puttepol. Richard of Stapelford stood as guarantor of the essoin
(i.e. guaranteed that the excuse was true).62

Although this parsing substantially increases comprehension of this par-
ticular lawsuit, it still is not readily apparent exactly why Richard of Puttepol
(notice another version of the spelling) appeared on this court day in the stead
of Simon of Iffeld, attorney for John son of Robert. Although we will find that
most of the medieval references to Richard are centered in northwestern Es-
sex or nearby Cambridgeshire, this one from Northumberland is about as far
north as one can travel and still be in England.

Richard is certainly far away from Essex. It is of note that his guaran-
tor, Richard of Stapelford, also appears to come from the Cambridge–Essex
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Figure 5.2: Essex and Northumberland.

nexus; Stapleford is a parish located approximately four miles south of Cam-
bridge.63 Might they both be agents from the manor held by the lord from
whom they hold tenancies? Is Richard de Puttepol, perhaps, a professional
lawyer? Matthew Tompkins comments about the professional lawyer possibil-
ity in the same email message, as follows:

There were certainly professional lawyers, at that date, but not
many. However in court records the word attorney did not have its
modern meaning — it just meant someone who appeared in court
on behalf of someone else, but who was not necessarily doing it for
payment, or even had special legal skills or knowledge — ie many
attorneys were not professional lawyers. It’s impossible to say from
this brief reference what Richard of Puttepol is — he might be a
professional lawyer, he might just be a trusted servant.64

ca. 1225The next available published record referencing the medieval Pettypool
family comes from ca. 1225. Again, we hear about a Richard de Pudipol, very
possibly the same one who appeared in the 1206 and 1220 records. Again in
translation from Latin:
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Wimbish (Uttlesford Hundred)

The charter of Abraham, son of Thomas

Know [all men], etc., that I, Abraham, son of Thomas, have given,
granted and by this present [charter confirmed] to god and the
blessed Mary and the brothers of the hospital of St. John of
Jerusalem for the salvation of my soul and those of my ancestors
and successors in free and perpetual alms the whole of the land,
which Richard de Pudipol held from me in the town of Wymbysch,
with the whole service and homage, which he was accustomed to
do to me thereupon, and with the whole right and claim, which I
ever had in the said tenement or [could] have in any way. To have
and to hold to the said brothers or their assigns in free and perpet-
ual alms forever. And I, indeed, Abraham and my heirs shall war-
rant to the aforesaid brothers or their assigns the afore-named gift
with appurtenances, just as our free and perpetual alms against
all races. In strength and testimony of which matter, I have affixed
my seal to the present deed. With these witnesses, etc.65

The context for this record needs some preliminary explanation. This
record is a copy of a deed that comes from what are called “‘cartularies’ [or]
(entry books of deeds) . . . from the medieval period, a good number of which
were compiled before the thirteenth century. . . the majority associated with
large landholding institutions such as abbeys, priories, large estates (hon-
ours), universities, hospitals, etc.”66

In the cited transaction Abraham son of Thomas has deeded away to the
brothers of the Order of the Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem (for the sal-
vation of his soul) a plot of land in the parish of Wimbish, this being land that
formerly was occupied by Richard of Pudipol.

Also called the Hospitallers, the St. John of Jerusalem religious order
was founded to protect and care for pilgrims to the Holy Land after the First
Crusade (1095-1099). By the mid 1100’s, a site in northwest Essex had been
established by the order, which had begun to receive such charitable bequests
from north and northwestern Essex residents.67,68

Figure 5.3: All Saints Church, Wimbish.

Richard (as we shall soon
see) and at least some de
Pudipol family members ap-
pear to have moved their
activities in the mid-1200’s
from Roxwell parish up into
more northerly portions of
Essex. About 23 miles al-
most due north from Pooty
Pools Farm, Wimbish is a
small parish in the north
of Essex that lies about
equidistant between Pooty
Pools and the city of Cambridge. Wimbish and the neighboring town of Thax-
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ted will be the site of much Pettypool family activity during the 1200s and
1300s.

Wimbish is another site from our story that, in its general conformation,
probably looks little changed from medieval times. The church here was built
in the middle of the 1100s, and most of the surrounding countryside has not
greatly changed since our ancestors plowed near here.69 The population was
939 when the Imperial Gazetteer of England and Wales was published in 1870-
72.70 It was and remains rural and agricultural, with a current population of
approximately 1500 spread over four and one-half square miles.

ca. 1255-1275Yet another thirteenth century bequest of northwestern Essex land to the
Hospittalers also speaks of land formerly occupied by a de Pudipol family
member.

Thaxted (Dunmow Hundred)
The charter of John Abraham of Thaxted
Know those present and future that I, John Abraham of Thaxstede,
have given and granted and by this my present charter, confirmed
to God and the blessed Mary and St. John the Baptist, the lord
prior and brothers of the hospital of St. John of Jerusalem in Eng-
land, three pennies of yearly rent, which I used to receive annually
from Simon de Podipol for the tenement, which he held from me
in the town of Thaxstede, with all my right and that of my heirs as
in homages, wards, reliefs, escheats, and all things which could
come to me and my heirs from the aforesaid tenant and his ten-
ement without any reservation. I have also granted and by my
present charter confirmed to the aforesaid lord prior and brothers
all gifts and grants, which the aforesaid brothers gained from me
or my ancestors whatsoever, with all right and dominion from the
aforesaid Simon or his tenement whatsoever, by whatever kind of
reason they pertain to me without reservation. To have and to hold
to him and his successors or assigns the aforesaid three pennies of
rent and also the aforesaid gifts, which he had from me or my an-
cestors, with all their appurtenances, named and not named, as in
homages, wards, reliefs, escheats and all things which pertain to
me from the aforesaid tenant or his tenement by whatsoever rea-
son in free, pure and perpetual alms, as freely and quietly as any
alms could be granted in almoign freely, purely and quietly to any
religious house. And I, the aforesaid John Abraham, and my heirs
or assigns shall warrant, discharge and defend forever against all
races the aforesaid three pennies of yearly rent and also the afore-
said gifts, which they gained from me or from my ancestors, with
all right and dominion whatsoever coming to me or my heirs from
the aforesaid Simon or his tenement without any reservations to
the aforesaid lord prior and brothers and their successors or as-
signs, just as our pure and perpetual alms, from all and singular
those things which could be exacted or extorted from whatsoever
mortal man. In testimony of which matter, etc.71
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This record from the mid-1200s gives us much to consider. As in the
record from 1225, land that had been occupied by a de Podipol family member
has been deeded by its owner to the Hospitallers. Thaxted, another town in
northwestern Essex, is fewer than 5 miles south of Wimbish. Moreover, this
record appears to confirm a long-term relationship between the de Podipol
family and successive members of a family who named their sons Abraham
and ⁄ or Thomas.

Figure 5.4: St. John the Baptist Church, Thaxted.

Beginning with the 1206 lawsuit featuring “Thomas son of Abraham” and
onward into the mid-1200s, de Potipol men (Richard and Simon) were involved
in transactions resulting in the occupation of land held by a family that ap-
pears eventually to have been known by the surname “Abraham.” As both
Richard and Simon had early links to the Abraham family, it also seems likely
that the two Podipol men themselves are closely related although the records
are silent as to just what the relationship might be. No such ambiguity exists
for the next record!

1279
The Cambridge Property

What are called “The Hundred Rolls” consist of surveys of landholders made
for several English counties between 1255 and 1280. Although complete cov-
erage of the whole of England was not attained, information for those counties
that were covered is quite complete and includes lists of landowners, how
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much land they held and the amount they were paying for it in fees to the
King. Happily, Cambridgeshire was one of the counties completely surveyed,
and members of the Pettypool (although now again spelled Podipol) family
show up on the list for 1279.

Easter 2 April 1279 (7 Edward I)

Item. Thomas Podipol holds one empty place of land in the parish
of St. Mary, which descended to him in inheritance by the death
of Seman [Simon] Podipol, his father, and the same Seman had
that in inheritance by the death of Thomas Podipol, his father,
and the said Thomas had that in inheritance by the death of John
Podipol, his father which same John had that from an ancient
acquisition, and he pays thereupon per annum 2d to the bailiffs of
Cambridge who have the said town at fee farm, towards their farm
for house-rent.72

Although it has not proved possible, at present, to extend this one short
family pedigree either backward or forward in time, the detailed relationship
among these four generations of Podipol men is the most complete set of veri-
fied genealogical associations for the Pettypool family in medieval England.

Several other aspects of this entry have ramifications for the history of our
Pettypools in medieval Essex. If we assume an average generation length of
30 years73, the line that begins with John Podipol and extends forward to
Thomas in 1279 spans at least 120 years. Accordingly, we can thereby trace
the Podipol line in the Cambridge parish of St. Mary the Great back into the
mid to latter part of the 1100s. We also assume that Simon Podipol in the
1279 list is no doubt the same Simon who held the “tenement” in the town of
Thaxted in the mid thirteenth century.

Also notable in this entry is that the “de” (meaning “of” or “from” in Latin)
prefix for the surname “de Podipol” has been dropped by the time of the 1279
survey. It seems that (at least for some branches of the family and ⁄ or for
some scribes) the surname had evolved across the thirteenth century into a
form that no longer explicitly acknowledged its bearer’s locative origins. Ac-
cordingly, we may surmise that when anyone with the contracted version of
the name moved beyond the immediate area of Pooty Pools Farm, there would
no longer have been any obvious geographical referent for spelling or pronun-
ciation. As a consequence, the name would have likely assimilated into the
dialect of whatever community the migrating family members joined, another
illustration of the many linguistic processes that could lead to the develop-
ment of the variant spellings and alternative pronunciations of the name we
see in later centuries.

Cambridge, the city in this survey, had arisen in the Middle Ages around
“two bridgeheads that guarded the crossing of the [River] Cam by the Roman
Road,”74 and our ancestors’ property in St. Mary the Great parish was located
in what would have been the small, urban center of the city, nearby the site of
a central market. St. Mary the Great is the principal parish in the medieval,
“old city” section of contemporary Cambridge, the part of the city that is now
home to world-famous Cambridge University. Moreover, a daily market is still
held nearby the church.
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Figure 5.5: St. Mary the Great Church, Cambridge.

Our ancestors would have been familiar with the St. Mary the Great parish
church as the “physical foundations originate from around 1010 and a church
of one kind or another have occupied [the] site since.”75 A recent picture at the
local market near St. Mary the Great church reveals a probable unchanging
landscape for much of the past 1000 years. Ignore the multi-storey buildings
and substitute medieval clothing and much would look the same as it did
when Thomas Podipol came to check on his property.

We are told in the survey that Thomas was paying an annual fee of two
pence to the Cambridge bailiff (an employee of the Cambridge city sheriff
whose job it was to collect such dues) for those properties held by occupiers
in fee farm (a term used to describe properties subject to a perpetual fixed
rent.) There is no mention of how these “empty places of land” were being
used by the occupiers. Presumably they were being used by Thomas or leased
to others either for arable farming or to pasture animals for provisioning the
townspeople.

As mentioned, Cambridge had been a market town since the early Middle
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Figure 5.6: Market near St. Mary the Great Church, Cambridge.

Ages and– assuming the generation length cited above– the Podipol family had
held the Cambridge property well in advance of the founding of the university,
the first college of which was built in 1209. From the beginning of the 1200’s
Cambridge had prospered, in part, because “the influx of students seeking
lodging, food, clothes, books and services brought with it a great demand for
almost every commodity that the townsmen could offer.”76 One supposes that
this Pettypool family might also have seized opportunities for profit provided
by the growth of the university.
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Figure 5.7: Speculative Lineage: Pettypool Families Before 1300.
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CHAPTER 6

Pettypool Family in the 1300s:
Thaxted and Wimbish

Although there is no longer evidence of Cambridge holdings during the 1300s,
those Pettypool family members for whom we have any knowledge appear to
have remained in the northwestern region of Essex, centered near the villages
of Thaxted and Wimbish. If others of the extended family lived elsewhere,
documents recording their whereabouts have not surfaced.

The continuing presence of early Pettypool family members in the general
area of Thaxted and Wimbish during this period may not be coincidental. They
may have been riding the tails of an economic boom — there had been a rapid
economic and perhaps population expansion in the town of Thaxted in the
1200s and 1300s. This expansion followed the establishment of a thriving
cutlery industry that had a wide geographic reach in the sale of distinctive
products, thereby benefiting the nearby agricultural sector and others sup-
plying products to a likely growing urban population.77

1303The earliest record featuring Pettypools tells of the sale of property in Wim-
bish inherited by Johanna, wife of a John de Potepol. We read:

7 July 1303

Know present and future that we Thomas Ladde, John de potepol,
walter Ewayn and Roysia, Johanna and Agnes our wives, daugh-
ters and heiresses of Roger son of Walter Le Porcher of Taxsted
and of Mabil his wife, have granted and by our present deed con-
firmed to John son of Heruic Cook of Wymbisse for his homage
and service and for a certain sum of his money which he has paid
us into our hands, all the meadow called Bernildesmade which he
sometime held and claimed to hold of the said Roger and Mabil
in the parish of Wymbisse, which meadow Amabel, mother of the
said John, formerly bought of the said Roger and Mabit [Mabil]
his wife and of William son of Henry the Goldsmith and matelima
his wife as is more fully contained in deeds of the same persons
thereon executed in favour of the said Amabel and her heirs. To
have and to hold all the aforesaid meadow with all its appurte-
nances of us and our heirs or assigns according to the tenor and
form of the deeds thereon executed, Freely, Peaceably, Entirely,
to inherit, well and in quiet. Rendering therfor annually, he and
his heirs or assigns, to us our heirs or assigns, the service cus-
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tomary and due, to wit, six pence yearly at two terms of the year,
namely, at the feast of saint Michael three pence and at Easter
three pence in lieu of services, aids, customs, court Fines and
secular demands. And we, Thomas Ladde, john de Potepol wal-
ter Ewayn and Roysia, Johanna and Agnes our wives aforesaid
and our heirs or assignes warrant all the aforesaid meadow with
all its appurtenances to the said John son of Heruic &c. Seals.
Witnesses: - John de Thunderle, John Michel, Walter Levenorth,
Peter de Heyham, John Le Flemyng, Adam Cokesheued, John de
Jerdele, Nicholas de ?Doniton and others. Given at Taxsted.78

While it is not possible to link this John de Potepol with earlier members
of his family, we finally have evidence of a female family member, John’s wife,
Johanna le Porcher, daughter of Walter and Mabil le Porcher. Although an
English surname, le Porcher may refer to small farmers who arrived with the
great barons at the time of the Norman Conquest. Surname dictionaries con-
cur that it originates from Old French and trace the name to the French Le
Porcher, meaning “the swine-herd”.79,80 Thus, Johanna’s family also likely was
not of gentry standing.

1327 Perhaps Johanna’s husband John, is the same person who was required to
contribute to one of the royal taxations levied between 1290 and 1376. Most of
these levies, a tax on a man’s personal property, were sought by English kings
in order to finance foreign wars. The one for which John Podipol is assessed
in 1327 had been granted to King Edward III by Parliament “for defence of the
realm against the Scots”.81

For the 1327 round of assessments, the tax was to comprise one-twentieth
of an individual’s moveable goods, that is, such things as livestock in rural
areas and articles such as household goods (cookware and eating utensils) in
urban areas. We read:

UTTLESFORD HUNDRED
Villata de Wymbishe ⁄ Wymbysshe et Thunderle ⁄ Thunderlee

Johanne Podipol vj qr.82

We can observe from this tax roll entry that John was residing in (or near)
the village (villata) of Wimbish and that he paid the rather trifling amount
of six quadrans. A quadrans was a Latin term denoting one quarter of a
pence (penny), or a farthing in old English money.83 Using this assessment
we compute for John a rough estimate of the value of his personal property at
120 farthings (6 x 20) or 2 shillings 6 pence.

How to judge John’s financial condition from this accounting is a difficult
matter. One possibility is to compare the worth of his personal property to
the norm among his medieval peers. In an analysis of standards of living in
the middle ages, Christopher Dyer provides a table listing the household pos-
sessions of a typical well-off peasant farmer and a typical smallholder.84 We
learn that the total value of the typical smallholder’s household possessions
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was 15 shillings 5 pence, a standard against which John compares somewhat
unfavorably.

To get a sense of modern equivalents, we further translate these amounts
into contemporary measures of wealth using the “Measuring Worth” website,
an online calculator that permits computation of relative monetary worth for
many eras in many countries.85 Expressed in today’s prices, we learn that
John’s personal possessions amounted to approximately 93 pounds or $141
in contemporary valuations. Although it is true that personal possessions
accounted for a smaller percentage of one’s total economic worth in the four-
teenth century,86 it is still apparent that John was likely not a very wealthy
man.

The Wimbish-Thaxted Property:
Pedipolfield = Puttable = Putty Field = Portable

Records spanning a period of five hundred years tell the story of a field near
the parish border separating Wimbish and Thaxted that memorializes (when
you can read the signs) the medieval presence of the Podipol (Potepol, Petipoil
— take your pick) family in this region of Essex.

1334
In a tribute to the longevity of names in Britain, this piece of property

called Pedipolfeld, only 15 acres in extent, can be traced from 1334 through
to the present, although discovering the evolution of the name definitely re-
quires some detection skills. The nearness in time of this 1334 record to the
deeds of 1327 and 1347 mentioning John and Thomas Potepol, along with the
repetition of members of the Yeredele (earlier Jeredele and later Yardley) family
as witnesses and neighboring landholders in Wimbish-Thaxted, confirms this
particular fourteenth century Podipol family as the likely holders of this field.

The first mention of the parcel reads as follows:

26 June 1334

Grant Agnes, once wife of John of Salynge of Thaxsted, widow, to
Walter son of Agnes and John

A piece of her buildings UNAM PECIAM MESUAFII MEI EDIFICATI ac-
cording as the limits and boundaries are convenient PROUT METE

ET BUNDE PROPONANT with 11 and a half acres of arable, meadow
and pasture in Thaxted.; the piece of the messuage DWELLING

HOUSE AND ATTACHED BUILDINGS AND GARDENS lying between the
messuage of Agnes on the one hand and the land of Walter on
the other; six acres lying together between her land and the field
called Pedgelfeld abutting at one head on the Ryde and the other on
Wakemannecroft; three acres lying in Middelfeld between the land
of John of Yerdele on both sides with one head abutting on Man-
denplot and the other on Middelfeld; and one acre and one [rod]
lying in Pedipolfeld betwen (sic) the land once of John of Yerdele’s
on both sides and abutting at one head on theland (sic) of Rutyng
Pet [?] and at the other on the pasture of Robert of Yerdele
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Witnesses: Robert Fytz Rauf [?], John of Heyham, John Elys,
William the Venur, Ralph of Yeredele, Thomas Ansifalro, Peter of
Donitone, John Speadwell [parleben]

ENDORSED IN AN EARLY 16TH CENTURY HAND: Of hedgis cald
Salyng’ Sealed with white wax with a poor impression of birds87

Whether due to difficulty with pronunciation or dialect differences, the
next time we encounter Pedipolfeld (nearly two and one half centuries later),
the scribe has transformed the name to “Puttable.” We know this has hap-
pened because the clerk has conveniently identified the two as aliases in the
next transaction:

16 August 1589

Exchange for 15 shillings

Thomas Rayner of Thaxted, yeoman, Robert Came, Thomas Gyver,
Nicholas Fanne, John Same, Thomas Purcas, Edmund Spilman,
William Moore alias Taylor and Bartholomew Gace, ‘cofeoffees . . .
of Yeardlyes’ to Jane Wiseman, widow of Thomas Wiseman of Wim-
bish, esquire, and William Wiseman of Wimbish, son and heir of
Thomas Wiseman

29 and a half acres in 14 pieces of Thaxted and Wimbish . . . [half
membrane of description . . . mentioning Ponde crofte and Ashe
piece, the Nether common field alias Yeardelyes field, Long meade,
Lumpkins pytle or pightell, Puttable alias Podypoll field, Whit-
land (a hedged part of Yeardlyes), Thomas Poulter, Thomas Putsall,
gentleman, Sumon Sparchurste, the highway from Broadockes to
Thaxted, Yeardlyes howse, the river and a chase way

19 witnesses and 8 signatures 9 seal tags and the remains of 3
poorly impressed seals88

The next two related transactions, both from the early 1600s, also refer to
the plot as Puttable. We read:

1 September 1630

Edwarde Meade of Thaxted, gentleman, to John Fledgheard of T.,
yeoman

Half acre and 6 perches of arable belonging to Prowdes messuage
in Thaxted in the field called Puttable between the land belong-
ing to Yardleyes tenement on the north and south, with one head
abutting ona (sic) river–bank or water–course running there to-
wards [versus] the streamlet from the James More bridge towards
Prowdes bridge to the east and the other head on land belonging
to Yardeleyes tenement on the west89

And, just a few days later:
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15 September 1630

Exchange

John Pledgheard of Thaxted, yeoman, to Roberte Spillman, Richarde
Turner, Robert Humfrey, Edward Halles the elder, John West-
lie, Edward Meade, John Rayner, John Piggott, Edwarde More,
Nicholas Humfrey, Samuell Westlie, William Purcas, John Perrie,
John More, John Overall, John Poole, and William Onion, feoffees
of . . . Yeardleyes

Half acre 6 perches in Thaxted, part of Prowdes messuage in to
common field called Puttable between the lands of Yardley’s tene-
ment on the north and south, with one head abutting on a brook
running towards the river from James Mores bridge towards Prowdes
bridge and the other head on the lands belonging to Yardly’s tene-
ment on the west: in exchange for 33 rods of meadow belonging to
Yardley’s tenement between the lands of Edwarde M. to the south
and the other head on the land of Yardley’s tenement on the north;
and 37 perches of arable now enclosed in a hedge from the rest of
the lands in Puttable on the west, with the lands of Edwarde M.
on the east, with one head abutting on the lands of Yardley’s ten-
ement on the north and the other on the river from James More’s
bridge towards Prowdes bridge to the south; and a competent and
reasonable ditch to be digged at the expense of John Pledgehead
in the firm ground of the rest of he arable all along next adjoining
and against the hedge which divides the piece off90

The next transformation of the name seems to have come about nearly a
century later. In 1746 the trustees of Yardleys Farm, of which Puttable was
just one piece, ordered that a map of Yardleys be drawn. T. Skynner prepared
the map, a beautiful watercolor illustration of the farm’s several individual
fields, wooded areas and watercourses. On the accompanying key to the field
names, a Putty Field of 15 acres shows up as one of the larger fields on the
map. Comparisons to the earlier descriptions of the parcel with those from
1334, 1589 and 1630 confirm its identity as that of the original Pedipolfeld.
See this lovely map on page 37.

For Pedipolfeld’s final linguistic transformation, we must turn to the Thax-
ted Tithe Award map of 1844. Tithe award maps were prepared nationwide in
Britain between 1837 and 1851 with the intention of identifying the proper-
ties in each parish that contributed tithes toward the payment of the parish
vicar for his annual services. Since legislation of 1836, a new method of deter-
mining the payment of tithes substituted monetary payments for an ancient
system of payment with commodities. A commission in 1836 was appointed
to effect the mapping surveys of each tithe district and to produce the maps
and accompanying apportionment tables that indicated parcels and buildings,
assigning each a number.91

The map for the portion of the Thaxted region on page 38 showing Yardley
Hall and Farm indicates a field called “Portable” that is numbered 141 on the
apportionment table. Another Yardley field (Old Ley, number 134) on this title
award map has mistakenly been referenced to “Putty field.” However, using the
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Figure 6.1: Aerial Photo of Pedipolfeld.

1746 map as a guide, a comparison of the shapes and sizes of “Putty Field” in
1746 and “Portable” in 1844 validate their exact correspondence.

I was gratified to learn, on a 2014 visit to Essex, that a larger field formed
by conjoining the ancient Pedipolfeld with the surrounding adjacent ones (due
to hedgerow removal) is today officially known as Puttable. I was told that it
is so listed in the agricultural archives of the European Union.

1347 Yet another property transaction confirms the continuing presence of Pet-
typools in the Wimbish-Thaxted area during the mid-1300s. We read:

22 February 1347

To all Christian people whom the present letters shall reach John
son of John colle of Thaxstede, greeting in the Lord. Know that
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I have demised, released and entirely for myself and my heirs for
ever quit claimed to Luke son of Henry Lucass of shaldeford his
heirs and assigns, to the same Luke in full possession, my en-
tire right and claim which I had or in any manner might have in
three acres of land and pasture and in one acre of meadow with
their appurtenances, in wymbich, whereof three acres of land and
pasture lie between land of Robert Cunsentere on one side and
land of Thomas potepol on the other side and one head reaches
upon land of John de Hegham and the one acre of meadow lies in
length next land of John de Hegman. So that neither I the afore-
said John nor my heirs &c. renunciation of claim. Warranty. Seal.
Witnesses: - William Jerdele, William parlebyen, Thomas potepol,
John Parlebyen and others given at Wymbich.92

Might Thomas be a descendant of the John Potepol of the 1327 deed? Their
presence in the same village only 20 years apart strongly suggests such a
possibility although there is currently no documentary evidence to verify such
a conclusion. Also note in this transaction that a William Jeredele (a variant
of Yardley) appears as a witness, denoting him as a probable near neighbor of
Thomas. Recall also that it was likely Thomas’s property for which we noted
the presence of Jeredeles in the transactions from the section describing the
history of Pedipolfeld. Thus, there is evidence that it is the family of this
Thomas who left for posterity the Yardley farm field that has been known
through the ages by place-name variations arising from “Podipolfield.”

1364A final entry from the Wimbish-Thaxted area completes the presentation
of currently known records documenting the presence of Essex Pettypools in
the 1300s.

26 December 1364
Quitclaim of dower
Amiscia, once wife of Thomas Petipoil of Wymbissch, widow, to
Walter Hamelyn and Margaret, his wife
2 pieces of arable which Margaret once had by the gift of Thomas
Petipoil in Thaxted in the field called Hofeld

Witnesses: John Benge, John ate heg’, Richard Calle[?], John
Pleven, John Hobkyn93

This transaction allows us to learn a bit more about Thomas of fourteenth
century Wimbish. We know that his wife was called Amiscia, and that their
likely daughter was Margaret, wife of Walter Hamlyn. Also notice that this
clerk has, for the first time, spelled the fore part of the surname with an “e”
in the second position rather than an “o”, thereby also further obliterating
association with the Pooty Pools origin.

Since Margaret was the recipient of this quitclaim deed from Amiscia, it
may be that Thomas and Amiscia had no sons to receive such a bequest. This
would accord with what is currently known, for with this record we come to an
end of information about the Thaxted-Wimbish branch of the Pettypool family.

We are left to wonder what became of Thomas and his descendants. Might
he and ⁄ or any male heirs have perished in the Black Death, the bubonic
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plague that arrived in England from Asia in 1348 and is estimated to have
killed, on average, 50 per cent of the population?94 If Thomas did have male
descendants who survived, they did not continue with the forename traditions
of the 1300s.
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Figure 6.2: Putty Field.
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Figure 6.3: Portable Field, Number 141 on 1836 Tithe Map
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Figure 6.4: Speculative Lineage: Pettypool Families from the 1300s.
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CHAPTER 7

Pettypool Family in the 1400s:
The Rodings

Records mentioning Pettypool family members are even more scarce during
the 1400s than the 1300s. Perhaps we should not be surprised as we are
fortunate that anyone carrying the name survived the recurring onslaughts
of plague and other diseases that returned to England with regularity in the
latter half of the 1300s and continued well into and during most of the 1400s.

Figure 7.1: Sites From the 1400s.

Whether the family that had resided in the Thaxted-Wimbish area daugh-
tered– out or survived as those we learn of in Essex during the 1400s we do
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not know. What few records we do have from the 1400s are for a branch of the
family that lived in the general area of the Rodings, a collection of eight ham-
lets scattered on the east and west banks of a river bearing the same name in
west central Essex.

These hamlets, including Abbess, Aythorpe, Beauchamp, Berners, High,
Leaden, Margaret and White Roding, are the largest group in England to bear
a common name. They are thought to have been named for a sixth century
Saxon invader called Hroda, who, by legend, sailed up the Thames River seek-
ing a new home along one of its tributaries.95 Accordingly, the names of both
the villages, and subsequently the river, derive from Hroda. Interestingly, the
Pettypool family members who are found in this area during the 1400s either
had never left a part of central Essex quite near Pooty Pools farm, or had re-
turned, during this era, to live in areas more closely located to the origins of
the family name. (See map page 42.)

Figure 7.2: Title Deed to Kynges, Beauchamp Roding.

A group of four title deeds comprise the majority of what we know about
our Pettypools in the 1400s. These deeds are part of the collection of papers
from the Congreve family estate.96 Although the Congreves were primarily
associated with sites in the county of Staffordshire, they also held property in
Essex, and it is from these records referring to one of their Rodings properties
called “Kynges” that we come to know about the Pettypools of this era. As
an aside, these documents, one of which is shown above in its original, un-
translated form, are among the most beautiful of any encountered during my
research.

1434
The oldest of the title deeds containing reference to Pettypools comes from

June, 1434, and the translation reads:

Know those present and future that we, John Joye of Fyfhyde in
the county of Essex and Robert Grynheed, turner, of Dodyngherst
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Figure 7.3: The Rodings and Putterpoles.
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in the said county, have sold, enfeoffed and by this our present
charter confirmed to Richard Potypole of Rothyng Beauchamp,
John Melleborn of the same, John Stace, woolman, of Wyllyng-
hale, and John Wether of Rothyng Abbesse all those lands and ten-
ements, rents and services with all their appurtenances, lying in
the aforesaid vills of Rothyng Beauchamp and Fyfhyde, which we
lately had from the gift and feoffment of John Taylor of Weldegolet
and Geoffrey Kyng, now deceased, just as they are divided and en-
closed by the metes and bounds, hedges and ditches. To have and
to hold all the aforesaid lands and tenements, rents and services
with all their appurtenances to the aforesaid Richard Potypole,
John Melleborn, John Stace and John Wether, their heirs and as-
signs forever by these presents from the chief lords of those fees by
the services thereupon due and lawfully accustomed. In testimony
of which matter, to this our present charter we have affixed our
seals. With these witnesses: Stephen Penyfader, Thomas Poole,
William Colyn, Geoffrey Gower, John Wodell, Richard Goseprest,
John Lynt and others. Dated at Rothyng Beauchamp, aforesaid,
on Sunday next after the feast of St Barnabas the apostle in the
12th year of the reign of King Henry VI after the conquest [13 Jun
1434]. 97

Figure 7.4: St. Boltolph, Beauchamp Roding.

The village called Beauchamp (pronounced Beecham) Roding, where this
deed was signed, figures prominently in this part of the story and is located
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less than five miles slightly north and west of Pooty Pools farm. According
to the Victoria County History, the areas of Beauchamp and Abbess Rod-
ing have soil that is “exceptionally fertile, and is in fact reckoned among the
best in Essex,”98 to such a degree that “hardly any occupations other than
agriculture have been carried on.”99 The growing of grain crops was of princi-
pal importance, and ”the Rodings were considered to have the best cornland
[wheat-growing land] of all [of Essex].”100

Note also that the repetition of Richard as a forename brings to mind what
even then would have been echoes of the ancient past. Recall that the very
first reference to a Pettypool family member in the early 1200s had been to
a man known by the forename Richard. Although we may never know with
certainty, it may be that this Richard from the 1400s is an extension of the
line that began with the family of Richard from the 1200s while those geo-
graphically associated with the Cambridge-Thaxted-Wimbish line arose from
a related but distinct line operating out of northwestern Essex. The scattered,
discontinuous nature of the documentary material available to us at this time,
unfortunately, does not allow a test of such a hypothesis.

In addition to signaling the presence of a Pettypool family member in the
early part of the 1400s, this deed also indirectly gives us some information
about this particular Richard. This deed, it turns out, is utilizing a method
that is the forerunner of contemporary “trust” documents. Notice, first, that
368 years after the fact, the date attached to this document has been written
with reference to the Norman Conquest, perhaps a continuing sign of the trau-
matic nature of that event on English society, perhaps only an inconsequential
convention.

Note also the presence of multiple first and second parties mentioned in
the statement of the participants in this transaction. Accustomed to deeds
with single grantors and grantees, I was initially perplexed as to the meaning
of this strategy. As in the past, Dr. Matthew Tompkins came to my rescue in
interpreting the meaning of our ancestor’s behavior. As he explains,

. . . in the fifteenth century it was very common for landowners
not to hold their lands in their own name but to transfer them to
'feoffees' (the 15C word for trustees), who held the properties 'to
the use' of the real owner (= on trust for him) or 'to the uses’ of his
will (= on trusts set out in his will). The feoffees would generally
be a mix of powerful neighbours/friends and lawyers. Sometimes
the real owner or his close relatives would be one of them, but not
always. It can sometimes be difficult to determine which feoffee, if
any, is the real owner, though any statement as to the uses upon
which the properties are held will usually reveal that.101

The method at work in this transaction had been devised by our ancestors
for the same purpose as trusts are used today, that is, to protect their heirs’
assets from the “feudal incidents” or fees that were collected by the overlord
(ultimately the crown) when a landowner died. Since the “feoffees” (or trustees)
in the preceding deed were considered joint tenants, any fees only became due
when the last of them died, which could be extended indefinitely by constantly
appointing new feoffees.
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With reference to this first document considered alone, we can make the
following inferences. First, we know that Richard Petypole and his co-feoffee
grantees (Melleborn, Stace and Wether) are all at least 21 years of age and
thus were born prior to 1413 although we can’t be certain how long before.
Next, we must also consider that Richard Potypole, although a legal grantee,
may or may not be the party who will actually hold or occupy the land sold by
John Taylor and Geoffrey Kyng (“Kyng now deceased”).

Because there is no explicit statement of the “uses” to which the property
should be put, we cannot infer Richard’s exact role in this transaction. He
may only be one of the “powerful neighbors ⁄ friends” of the actual buyer. At
the very least, however, we may surmise that he was considered a stable or
significant enough individual within his community to be asked to serve in
the capacity of trustee. We can hope that the next transaction in the series of
trust deeds will clear up some of these ambiguities.

1439 / 40Whatever Richard Potypole’s status in his local community, it did not pro-
tect him from other’s aggression. A court roll from the manor of Berwick
Berners in Abbess Roding from either 1439 or 1440 reports that

. . . Jo [perhaps John] of Stortford, fletcher, amerced for breaking
the King’s peace by unjustly assaulting Richard Podypole by firing
at him with a bow and arrow on the highway.102

A fletcher is one who makes arrows, and to amerce means to punish some-
one by the imposition of a fine. It seems as though the man who assaulted
Richard not only made arrows but was inclined to use them. Although we
are told of the assault’s consequences for the assailant, we don’t know the
consequences for Richard. Does the next deed in the series of four suggest
that all was not well for Richard by early 1442?

1441 / 2Despite his injuries or lack thereof from the assault of 1439 ⁄ 40, the next
deed in the series of four indicates that Richard has deeded away the property
from the 1434 transaction. Moreover, in this 1441 ⁄ 2 deed it is clear that
Richard had been the “real” grantor in the 1434 transaction as he is the sole
individual referenced in the final clause. Perhaps, also, an heir for Richard
has been found. The clerk writes:

Know those present and future that we, Richard Potipole of Roth-
yng Beauchamp, John Melborn of Northwelde and John Wethyr
of Rothyng Abbesse have given, granted and by this our present
charter confirmed to Robert Potipole all our lands and tenements,
rents and services, meadows, pasturages and pastures with all
their appurtenances called Kynges, lying in Rothyng Beauchamp,
aforesaid, and Fyfede, which same lands and tenements, rents and
services, meadows, pasturages and pastures with all and singular
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their appurtenances, above-said, we, the aforesaid Richard Poti-
pole, John Melborn and John Wethyr lately jointly had from John
Stace, now deceased, from the gift and feoffment of John Joye,
Robert Irynhede and John Taylor, just as in a certain charter,
thereupon completed to us, more fully appears. To have and to
hold all the aforesaid lands and tenements, rents and services,
meadows, pasturages and pastures with hedges and ditches with
all other and singular their appurtenances to the aforesaid Robert
Bygood and Robert Potipele, their heirs and assigns of the chief
lords of that fee by the services thereupon due and lawfully ac-
customed forever by these presents. And I, the aforesaid Richard
Potipole and my heirs shall warrant and defend forever all the
aforesaid lands and tenements, rents and services, meadows, pas-
turages and pastures with hedges and ditches and with all other
and singular their appurtenances to the aforesaid Robert Bygood
and Robert Potipole, their heirs and assigns against all men by
these presents. In testimony of which matter, to this our present
charter we have affixed our seals. With these witnesses: William
Colyn, John Stane, John Penyfadyr, Walter Wodell, Stephen Peny-
fadyr and others. Dated at Rothyng Beauchamp, aforesaid, on the
20th day of January in the ?20th year of the reign of King Henry VI
after the conquest [20 January 1441/2]. 103

Some of the ambiguities of the 1434 deed have now become clearer. Along
with Richard, the grantees in the deed of 1434 (Melleborn, Stace and Wether)
have now become the grantors and the new grantees are Robert Potipole and
Robert Bygood (although the clerk failed to include Bygood in the initial state-
ment of the grantees), an oversight further implying that this transaction is
ultimately between the two Potipole men.

Although Robert could be either a father, brother or other close relative, the
fact that he was named alone in the grantee clause of the deed implies that he
was the “real” grantee in this transaction and therefore most likely a son and
heir to Richard. We also know that Robert was at least twenty-one years of
age, with an accompanying birth date therefore no later than 1421. Using the
thirty-year estimate of generation interval, it now appears as though Richard’s
birth likely occurred earlier than 1400, perhaps by as much as a decade.

1447 A little over five years after the 1441/2 transaction, Robert Potypole and
his co-feoffee, Robert Bygood deed the Kynges property to another group of
feoffees, none of these new grantees bearing any known alias of a Pettypool
family member. The deed reads:

Know all those present and future that we, Robert Bygood of Roth-
yng Alba and Robert Potypole of Rothyng Abbasse, have given,
granted and by this our present charter confirmed to John Fytztrychard,
Robert Hoton of Scheryng, John Growse of Thaxstede, Gilbert Chyrche
of Beacham Rothyng and John Clement of Wyllynghale Doo all our
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lands and tenements, rents and services, meadows, pasturages
and pastures with all their appurtenances called Kynges, lying
in Rothyng Beaucham, aforesaid, and Fyfede, which same lands
and tenements, rents and services, meadows, pasturages and pas-
tures with all and singular their appurtenances, above-said, we,
the aforesaid the Robert Bygood and Robert Potypole, lately had
from the gift and feoffment of Richard Potypole of Rothyng Beau-
champ, John Melborne of Welde Golet and John Wethyr of Rothyng
Abbesse, just as in a certain charter, thereupon completed to us,
more fully appears. To have and to hold all the aforesaid lands and
tenements, rents and services, meadows, pasturages and pastures
with hedges and ditches with all other and singular their appur-
tenances to the aforesaid John Fytzrychard, Robert Hoton, John
Growse, Gilbert Chyrche and John Clement, their heirs and as-
signs of the chief lords of that fee for the services thereupon due
and lawfully accustomed forever by these presents. In testimony
of which matter, to this our present charter we have alternately af-
fixed our seals. With these witnesses: Thomas Pole, William Colyn,
John Lynt, Walter Wodell and John Wodell of Rothyng Beauchamp,
aforesaid, on the 23rd day of May in the 25th year of the reign of
King Henry VI after the conquest [23 May 1447]104

Although the “uses” strategy for transacting property exchanges make it
possible that another Potypole man was the “real” buyer, we have no way of
knowing that without independent evidence. Taken alone, what we do know
is that Robert has sold Kynges to a new set of trustees (Fytztrychard, Hoton,
Crowse, Chyrche and Clement).

1473The fourth Kynges deed that is available from the Congreve collection sug-
gests that there may be deeds missing from the sequence. Twenty-six years
separate the last two deeds in the series although again there is mention of
a Pettypool man in the later of the two deeds. We must, however, speculate
about how he may fit in with the others. The clerk tells us:

Know those present and future that we, Thomas Bedell of Wrytell
in the county of Essex, William Wygote, chaplain, William Stane
the elder of Wyllyngale Doo in the aforesaid county, have demised,
freed, enfeoffed and by this our present charter confirmed to Will-
iam Cherche the elder of Fyfhide in the aforesaid county, yeo-
man, Margery his wife, William Cherche of Fyhida, aforesaid, the
younger, John Penyfader the elder of Wrytell, aforesaid, William
Stane of Rothynge Beauchamp all those our lands and tenements,
rents and services with all their appurtenances, lying in the afore-
said vills of Rothynge Beauchamp and Fyfhide, just as they are
divided by metes and bounds, hedges and ditches, called Kynges,
which we lately had at the same time with John Wodell, son of Wal-
ter Wodell of Rothynge Beauchamp, John Bedell, Guy Dynham and
John Belwyn of London, founder, now deceased, from the gift and
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feoffment of John Petypole, John Joye, John Clement, Thomas
Turnor and Thomas Ingold, as in a certain charter of feoffment
thereupon completed to us, more fully appears. To have and to
hold all the aforesaid lands and tenements, rents and services with
all their appurtenances to the aforesaid William Cherche, Margery
his wife, William Cherche the younger, John Penyfader and Will-
iam Stane, the heirs and assigns of the aforesaid William Cherche
the elder and Margery his wife and the longer liver of both of them
forever of the chief lords of those fees by the services thereupon
due and lawfully accustomed by these presents. In testimony of
which matter, to this our present charter we have affixed our seals.
With these witnesses: John Endefeld, John Colyn, Nicholas Fan,
Robert Olyffe, John Este and many others. Dated at Rothynge
Beauchamp, aforesaid, on the first day of the month of September
in the 13th year of the reign of King Edward IV after the conquest
[1 September1473].105

Figure 7.5: Speculative Descen-
dant Chart for Pettypool families
from the 1400s.

This 1473 deed describes two
sets of transactions regarding Kyn-
ges. The chronologically earlier of
the two transactions, although de-
scribed second, is the one that in-
cludes John Petypole along with
Joye, Clement, Turnor and Ingold
(group 1) as grantor trustees to yet
another group of trustees (group
2) some still living (Thomas Bedell,
Wygote and Stane) and some “now”
deceased (Wodell, John Bedell. Dyn-
ham and Belwyn). This second
group, in turn, become grantors in
the later, although first described,
transaction. In this later transac-
tion the group 2 trustees will grant
Kynges to a new set of trustees
(Cherche, Cherche, Penyfader and
Stane) who will hold the land in trust
for two of them (William and Margery
Cherche).

Unfortunately, we do not know
the exact dates for the earliest trans-
action described in the 1473 deed
and thus can only imperfectly esti-
mate the dates associated with John
Petypole’s ability to serve as a trustee. According to the deed, he was alive
in 1473, and was, therefore, born no later than 1452 and, in all probabil-
ity, somewhat earlier (since he was a trustee in the even earlier transaction).
Could he be an heir of Robert, who was at least twenty-one in 1447? It cer-
tainly seems like a possibility. Figure 7.5 shows a graphic illustrating this
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series of inferences about the relationship of these fifteenth century men. Al-
though, as with so much of our English ancestry, we have been unable to
attain absolute “proof,” these Rodings men seem likely candidate ancestors
for one family of Pettypools that we will later trace in the 1500s.
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CHAPTER 8

Pettypool Families in 1500s and 1600s:
Overview

Family history and genealogical research in England in the 1500s and 1600s
is greatly aided by the existence of baptism, marriage and burial registers for
local parishes. In late 1538, during the reign of King Henry VIII (1491-1548)
and after the break with the Catholic Church, all English vicars were ordered
to keep registers of vital events under pain of fine. Unhappily, universal com-
pliance was slow in coming. David E. Gardner and Frank Smith note:

Out of more than 11,000 ancient parishes there are less than
700 with registers which go back as far as 1538. The balance have
registers which commence in 1540, 1558, 1598, or at some later
date. This is an indication that many early parish registers have
been lost.106

For the county of Essex and for London many vital registers do originate in
the early 1500s, and for the most part, these registers are written in English
rather than Latin. However, because individual vicars differed greatly in their
degree of literacy, some of these records are not only difficult to translate but
hard to decipher because of poor handwriting skills.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, the Essex Record Office has now made
these original registers available online for a subscription fee at the por-
tal called SEAX.107. In addition, Ancestry.com, the genealogy and historical
record website, recently brought records held by The London Metropolitan
Archives online, an event that made available original, indexed copies of reg-
isters from London jurisdictions.108

As a consequence, we now have immediate access to parish register in-
formation and thus, the feasibility of Pettypool family reconstruction for the
portions of the 1500s and 1600s covered by these online portals. Accordingly,
it has been possible to compile more extensive (although necessarily tentative)
pedigrees for at least some Pettypool families from the early 1500s onward. For
those Pettypool families living in parishes without registration records (and it
does appear as though there may have been some such families), we will be
exceptionally lucky to follow them at all.

1524-1525 This latter point is aptly illustrated at the outset of our study of records
from the 1500s. We start our exploration with a series of records called the
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Lay Subsidies of 1524-25. These subsidies, similar to the one earlier described
for 1327, refer to taxation imposed by the government, in this case for taxes
imposed by King Henry VIII to finance his wars with France.109 The taxes for
the 1524-25 round of assessments are especially far-reaching in their sweep,
containing the names of millions of English families. In these returns the
names of individuals are grouped by their parish of residence and show:

1) whether individuals are being taxed for goods or wages
2) the amount subject to assessment and
3) the amount they will pay in tax.

These returns thus are helpful both for locating families of interest and for
yielding information potentially helpful in ascertaining social class and relative
wealth. According to Chambers, quoting the historian W.M. Beresford, the
returns

‘provide a directory of the upper, middle and lower-middle classes
and are near enough to the earliest parish registers to serve as
some basis for genealogical tree planting’.110

With regard to the Pettypool family, three Essex men have been identified
in the 1524-25 Essex lay subsidy returns. These men are:

John Petypole Goods 20 shillings (1 pound) 4 pennies Ayethorpe Roding111

John Potupole Goods 12 pounds 6 shillings Burnham112

William Potypole Wages 20 shillings (1 pound) 4 pennies Shenfeylde113

As we will soon see, Beresford’s prediction for genealogical tree planting
will be proven true only partially for the Pettypool family. With the data cur-
rently at hand we can only make some speculative connections between the
Ayethorpe Roding and Shenfeylde men (Aythorpe and Shenfield in contempo-
rary spelling) and Pettypools from the later 1500s. With the Burnham man,
because of his relatively greater wealth, we are on firmer ground.

In addition, the upcoming chapters also will occasionally refer to some
Pettypool individuals who will have to remain “strays.” Most such un-linkable
individuals make isolated appearances and don’t appear in close association
with those who can be related to one another because of their continuous
presence in sixteenth and seventeenth century vital registers. I will specula-
tively place these individuals with the families to which I presume that they
belong and describe them briefly as the narrative progresses.

Most of the information about the two most easily traced of these families
(one centered in southeast Essex and the other in southwest Essex), both with
progenitors named John, has come down to us largely from parish register
entries. When at all possible, I have added to this basic register information
as much additional documentary evidence as I have been able to locate.

The first of the two families to be considered, the one in southeast Essex,
was headed by John of Burnham and apparently did not produce descendants
in the male line beyond the 1500s. As a consequence, only one further chapter
will be devoted to their activities. The second family, headed by John of Great
Warley, in the southwest, warrants two further chapters because they were
able to leave male descendants into the 1600s.
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CHAPTER 9

Pettypool Families in the 1500s:
The John Puttypole Family of Southeast Essex

For most of the mid-1500s the family of Pettypools we will next consider were
associated primarily with the parish of Burnham (today called Burnham-on-
Crouch) in southeast Essex. How this family was related to the Pettypools of
southwest Essex is unknown although the progenitors and primary subjects
of each section, in both cases a John, likely were cousins of some degree.

Figure 9.1: Sites from the 1500’s, Southeast Essex.
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In the case of the family descended from John of Burnham, I have chosen
to bookend the lineage by men with the forename William. We come to know
the early, first William as the consequence of his buying land in the parish of
Rayleigh, a small market town approximately nine miles west of Burnham.

1514Although at present there is no documentary evidence directly linking Will-
iam of Rayleigh with John of Burnham, the proximity in time and place, along
with similar economic status and subsequent use of the forename William
among John’s children, has prompted my inclusion of this William in the dis-
cussion of the Burnham family. We are introduced to this William of southeast
Essex as follows:

Easter 6 Henry VIII 1514
William Potypole, pl. [buyer] Geoffrey Warren and Joan his wife,
def. [seller] 1 messuage, 1 barn, 4 acres of land and 20 d. rent
in Raylegh. Def. quitclaimed to pl. and his heirs. Cons. 30
[pounds]114

The above transaction, taking the form of a “Fine,” is of the same type as
we encountered back in 1206-1207 (see p.13). In other words, as the plaintiff
in this transaction, William Potypole, has taken title to the Rayleigh property
from the defendant, Geoffrey Warren for a one-time payment of 30 pounds
and an annual rent of 20 pence. It also seems likely that, with but four acres
in the parcel, that the type of farming being done is that of a market crop that
does not require substantial land in order to yield a profit.

Likewise, we may surmise from this 1514 transaction that we are not deal-
ing with a poor man. While not indication of great wealth, an estate permitting
the expenditure of 30 pounds for a parcel of land and buildings puts William
in the ranks of the “husbandman” or small farmer. He could afford to buy
land and could farm it as he wished and would have been grouped with man-
ual craftsmen on the social scale of the time, a time when the majority of the
rural population had come to survive from wages based on day labor.115

Because I have found no other references to this first William at this point,
nothing much more can be said about him. I speculate that he is related fairly
closely to John of Burnham, rather than to the William Pettypool who was
charged for 1 pound of goods in the 1524-25 lay subsidy in Shenfeylde or to
any of the other Pettypools resident in the southwest part of Essex. Although it
cannot be proved, he appears on the scene at the right time and his economic
behavior and status is consistent with that observed for many others of the
Pettypool family from Burnham.

1539I now move on to the primary subject of this section, John of Burnham.
John likely was born in the late 1400’s or early 1500’s as he first comes to
our attention from his will of 1539. John’s wishes and bequests are detailed
in full as follows:
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In the name of God, Amen, in the year of our lord God 1539,
I John Puttypole, cooper, dwelling in Burnham in the county of
Essex and within Dengie hundred, make now my last will and tes-
tament after this manner of form following. First I bequeath my
soul unto almighty God, the omnipotent father and to our blessed
lady St Mary, and to all the celestial court of heaven, and my body
to be buried within the churchyard of our blessed lady in Burn-
ham next unto the sepulchre of my first wife and my child, which
lately departed, etc. Item, secondly I bequeath unto the high al-
tar for my tithes necessarily gently forgotten or withheld one sheep
price of 20d. Item, I bequeath unto Margitt my wife my house
that I dwell in with all the appurtenances called Kynges thereunto
belonging and all my land for the space of 12 years after my de-
cease. And when the twelve years are fully expired, then I will
that Edward and William, my two sons, shall have the said house
and all my land to be delivered between them, part and part alike
equally shifted and indifferent. And if so be it that the said Will-
iam and Edward do chance to strive for it and the said Edward
will not let the said William his brother to have the part thereof
according to my bequests, then I will and bequeath that William
my son shall have all the whole bequests of all things, the which
I have bequeath here afterwards unto the said Edward, and the
said Edward to have nothing else but my house and land after the
12 years be fully expired of his mother. Item, I bequeath unto Ed-
ward my son 40s and a featherbed, a bolster, 10 sheep and a cow,
to be delivered unto him by the hands of Margitt my wife at the
age of 21 years. Item, I bequeath unto William my son 40s and
a featherbed, a bolster, 10 sheep and a cow, to be delivered unto
him by the hands of Margitt my wife at the age of 21 years. Item, I
bequeath unto each of my daughters £5 and a mattress, a bolster,
a coverlet, a brass pot, two platters, a pewter dish, a candlestick,
at the age of 20. Item, I bequeath to Margitt my wife a house
called Dobarnes, lying in the lane, to give and to sell and to do her
best therewith for her most profit. Item, I bequeath to Margitt my
wife a tenement over the way called Skottes otherwise Mogardes
for term of her life, and after her decease I will that the child that
she is with all shall have it, and if it be a man child and if it be a
woman child, then I will that Edward and William my sons shall
have it between them equally shifted after their mother’s decease,
and if it be a woman child, I will that it has as the other of her sis-
ters, afore-rehearsed. Item, all the residue of my goods, moveable
and unmoveable, I bequeath them unto Margitt my wife, whom I
ordain and make mine executrix, and John Nele, my brother, mine
other executor with Margitt my wife, to help her prove this my last
will, and he to have for his labour 6s 8d. And I will that Richard
Kynge be mine overseer to see my will fulfilled, and he to have for
his labour 6s 8d. In witness hereof Roger Pallmer, John Semy,
Robert Wright, John Fowle, Richard Adames, Richard Bynder with
other more. Written and delivered the 31st year and reign of our
sovereign lord King Henry VIII.116
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The preceding transcription is a fuller version of one obtained by me from
Dr. F. G. Emmison some years ago, a copy of which is shown below.

Figure 9.2: Emmison Translation of John Puttypole Will.

As can be seen, Dr. Emmison added some parenthetic material in his
transcription that was intended to assist in interpretation of the content of
the will. Using all available evidence, including Dr. Emmison’s comments, the
following inferences can be made about John of Burnham and his family.

• Although the clerk has indicated in the original copy of the will (written
in sixteenth century secretarial hand) that John was a “copperer”,Dr.
Emmison’s comments confirm the recent transcriber’s sense that John
was a “cooper” or barrel-maker. Such an occupation would have been a
necessary craft in a riverside town like Burnham. Oysters, in particular,
were a specialty of the Essex rivers flowing to the North Sea and were
usually traded, along with other sea fare, to London and other inland
areas as live cargo in small barrels.117, 118

• John is the only Pettypool so far encountered, in England, who held suf-
ficient worldly goods to necessitate a will. His ability to afford a burial
vault in the Burnham churchyard speaks to his financial success in
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Figure 9.3: A 17th Century cooper.

coopering as does his ownership of the three Burnham tenements: Kyn-
ges, Dobarnes and Skottes (aka Mogardes). Perhaps one of these build-
ings also housed his workshop. The house called Kynges still seems to
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exist. In his published collection of early Burnham wills, Henry Potten
notes John’s bequest and comments that Kynges “corresponds to that
house in High Street which is still called by that name”119 A recent photo
from the Burnham-on-Crouch High Street shows the house in question,
though modified with an 18th century facade.

Figure 9.4: Kings, Burnham- on- Crouch.

• John’s marriage to Margitt, probably Margaret, is at least his second. He
refers to his own anticipated burial next to that of his “first wife.”

• John does not name his female children in his will, and the christening
and/or burials of his first wife and any children, including the one “lately
departed,” occurred before the beginning of Burnham baptism registra-
tion in 1559. Thus we are deprived of two of the traditional methods for
learning John’s female children’s names.

• John has set aside the usual convention of favoring the first-born male
with the preponderance of his estate. Perhaps this was made easier be-
cause he apparently only owned urban properties and did not have to
make a decision about how to transmit a large undivided agricultural
holding. He makes it clear that he wants all shared alike and equally
between his two sons, Edward and William. It appears as though Ed-
ward is the elder, but perhaps not by much; the instructions as to how
each shall be provided for are the same for both.

• John makes his wife “Margitt” the caretaker of his properties for 12
years, presumably at which time his sons would be of age to inherit,
that is, age twenty-one. This implies that (most likely) the younger was
no older than age nine in 1539, making an approximate birth date for
the boys between 1528 and 1530.

• There is more than one female child who will receive a share of John’s
estate along with Edward and William. Recall that age twenty-five was
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the “average” age at marriage for both genders in the sixteenth century.
We should, therefore, be checking the parish registers closely for mar-
riages of John Puttypole’s children, both male and female, in the period
between 1550 and 1570. Recall that Margaret was pregnant with a child
when the will was written in 1539 and that an “average” age of twenty-
five will easily encompass deviations of up to five years on either side of
the suggested interval.

• The instruction to make“John Nele my brother” the co-executrix with
Margitt raises several possibilities for relationship with John, the will
maker. Dr. Emmison’s notation on the will abstract suggests that he
believed Nele was a brother to Margitt, or a “brother-in-law” to John.
In medieval and early modern England, however, the use of brother in
this context could also indicate that Nele was not Margaret’s brother,
but was really one who, in modern English, we would call either John’s
half-brother or step-brother.120 Additional research will be required to
sort out these possibilities.

Figure 9.5: St. Mary the Virgin Church, Burnham-on-Crouch.

1560-1570 When Burnham parish registration does start in 1559, Pettypool family
members appear among the very first entries. As predicted, entries for the
family are especially plentiful in the decade between 1560 and 1570, the pe-
riod during which we would expect marriages, baptisms and possibly burials
for the families of the children of John, the will-maker.
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Anno domini 1559 [1559/60] The xiijth daie of february was
Christeaned Augnes the daughtr of Willm puttipoull121

Anno dm 1561 The fifte daie of Maie was maried Thomas Sharpe
and Grace Putipoole122

Anno Dom 1562 [1562/3] The xiiijth daie of february was Chris-
teaned Johan putipole the daughter of willm putipolle in the said
yeare123

Anno dm 1563 The xxijth daie of Septebr was buried Elizabeth
putipol the daughter of Edward putipol124

Anno dm 1564 The eightene Daie of Aprill was Christeaned
John Sharpe the sonne of Thomas Sharpe in the said yeare125

anno dm 1565 The iiijth of June was buried Johan the daughter
of willm Petypolle126

anno domini 1565 [1565/6] The xvjth Daie of marche was
Christeaned Jone Sharpe the daughter of Thomas Sharpe in the
said yeare127

Ano 1567 [1567/8] The firste daie of January was Christeaned
willm Pudipole the sonne of willm pudipolle in the said yeare128

Anno dm 1568 The xxiiijth daie of October was Christeaned
Jane Sharpe the daughter of Thomas Sharpe in the said yeare129

Anno dm 1569 The xiijth of June was Buried John Sharpe the
sone of Thomas Sharpe130

Anno dm 1569 The seconde of September was buried Edward
pottypoll131

Anno dm 1569 [1569/70] The xvth daie of January was married
Alexander Chames and Jone potypoll132

If there were a contest for inventing the most creative variant spellings of
our ancestors’ surname, the parish clerk at Burnham would surely win the
prize. Interestingly, these spellings all do appear to be written in the same
hand; it is as though the clerk took pride in never spelling the surname the
same way twice, even in the same entry.

The entries themselves tell a story about an expanding circle of John Put-
typole’s descendants. William and Edward have both married and are featured
in the registers as fathers of children who were being christened and buried.
William became the father to Augnes (Agnes), Johan (Joan) and William in
1560, 1563 and 1568, respectively, although Johan will be buried in 1565 at
the age of two years and almost four months.

Edward’s children, if he had more than one, must have been christened
elsewhere. We only learn about any of his descendants from the burial of his
daughter, Elizabeth, in 1563.

Two putative sisters of these Pettypool men, Grace and Jone, also were
married during this busy decade: Grace to Thomas Sharpe and Jone to Alexan-
der Chames. The parish register entries record three births to Grace and
Thomas Sharpe: John, Jone and Jane and the 1569 burial of son, John, at
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five years of age. Although the Burnham registers have been searched for the
offspring of Jone and Alexander Chames, none so far have been located.

Late in the decade, in 1569, Edward was the first of the two brothers to die.
Edward, however, had been occupied with other activities during this decade.
In November of 1560, he served as a witness, in Burnham, to the will of Joan
Hiche:

Joan HICHE of Burnham [widow] 15 Nov. 1560
To my child that I go withal my house that I dwell in; if it die, to be
sold by my master COLE and the money divided equally between
my mother-in-law and my sister [not named]. The residue of my
goods to be sold and the money equally divided by Thomas COLE
of Burnham, whom I ordain my executor.

Witnesses: Richard CHAMBER, Edward PYTEPOLL, Roger BLALARDE.133

Since he would have needed to be of legal age to be a witness, it is assumed
that Edward was at least 21 when called to witness Joan Hiche’s will. Thus,
a birth date of no later than 1539 is suggested, evidence that confirms the
inference about Edward’s birth date arising from his father’s will.

Edward was active in other capacities as well. In January of 1566 or
1567134 the sheriff of Essex was ordered by a writ witnessed by Sir William
Petre (former Secretary of State to King Henry VIII and recently retired to Es-
sex) to bring Edward along with this brother, William, and several other men
from Burnham parish towns to a court session to be held at Chelmsford on
the “Thursday after next Epiphany” (Thursday after January 6).

Writ witnessed by Sir William Petre, knight, at Chelmsford,
to the Sheriff, to take [John Brydge] and John Presson, both of
Assheldam, husbandmen, ... Edward Potypoole of Burneham,
labourer, Robert Thomas of [blank], labourer, William Potypole
and John Westwood of the same, labourer, and have them at the
Sessions to be held on Thursday after next Epiphany. Endorsed:
The within John Brydge and the others have nothing in my baili-
wick by which they can be summoned. John Brockett, esquire,
sheriff. 135

We are not told of the incident or matter that requires these men’s presence
at the winter session of the court, and the sheriff seems rather uncooperative
about the request, responding that none of the men in question was worth
summoning. Likely he was implying that none have sufficient means to repay
a debt.

Also of some interest in this writ is that both Edward and William are re-
ferred to as a “labourer”. Such a social designation is slightly at odds with
other evidence about the status of these two. For example, following close on
the heels of the writ, Edward was impaneled in both midsummer 1566 and
at Easter 1567 to serve on a jury at a meeting of the court for the “Panel of
Hundreds of Denge and Thurstable” (the local jurisdiction serving the area
encompassing Burnham).136,137 Regardless of any ambiguity about Edward’s
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social and economic status in his local society, it does appear as though nei-
ther Edward nor William attained John’s level of success. If either left wills,
they have not been found.

1571-1580The next decade in Burnham history does produce a few more register
entries for John Puttypole’s descendants:

Ano 1571 The xxvjth of aprill was buried Thomas Sharpe138

Anno dm 1573 [1573/4] John Spenser the servant of willm put-
typoll & Anne Coxe the servant of willm Bowker was buried the
xxijth of January139

Anthony Lewes and Agnes Podeepole were marryed the xxxth
day of Aprill Ao 1578140

Anno dm 1579 [1579/80] Willm Poodeepoole was buried the
second day of January141

Anno dm 1579 [1579/80] Jhon (sic) the son of Willm Podeep-
oole was buried the eight day of January [in the said year]142

Aside from one marriage, that of Agnes Podeepole and Anthony Lewes,
the remainder of the entries to the Burnham register indicated above are for
burials. Grace (Puttypole) Sharpe was widowed early in the decade by the
1571 death of her husband, Thomas. If she soon remarried, it either was
not recorded in Burnham or did not happen at all as no record for such a
remarriage has been found.

Moving to the other entries, I assume that the 30 April 1578 marriage
of Agnes refers to Augnes, the granddaughter of John Puttypole and daugh-
ter of William Puttypoole, the female christened in Burnham on 13 February
1559/60. If so, Agnes would have been eighteen years of age at her marriage,
somewhat on the young side for betrothal during this era. Relative youth at the
time of marriage for women was not unknown, however, particularly among
those whose families could afford to assist with setting up the household —
yet another piece of evidence supporting the relative wealth of this branch of
Pettypools.143

The other deaths in this decade are associated with William, son of John.
If the assumption of William’s birth in the late 1520’s or very early 1530’s
is correct, he died sometime at the end of the fifth decade of his life on 2
January 1579/80. The entry for William’s death had been preceded in the
register by a 1573 death for William’s “servant,” John Spenser, and would be
closely followed in the register by the death of his son, John Podeepoole, just
six days after his own. That would leave William’s wife a widow in early 1580,
a date to which we will soon return as I discuss a Burnham widow named
Matilda Pettypoole.

First, however, I will make a few more general observations about William’s
life. Although there is no direct evidence to confirm William’s occupational
status during this era, the presence of a “servant” in his home likely implies
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either an indentured agricultural servant who would have assisted with farm-
ing tasks or an indentured occupational servant who was in William’s home ⁄
workshop to learn a craft. Since neither option is explicitly spoken of, we do
not know which, if either, it might have been. The fact that William’s father,
John, was an acknowledged and seemingly relatively well-off craftsman lends
some credence to the speculation that William might have followed John’s lead
and was employed in a craft of some sort, perhaps even coopering.

1559 / 60 That William was a Burnham citizen of some standing is attested to by
his participation in important activities in Burnham and beyond. It would
have been presumably soon after the attainment of the age of twenty-one that
William would have been asked to witness the 18 March 1559/60 will of Joan
Burton in the rather distant (from Burnham) village of Rivenhall.

JOAN BURTON of Rivenhall, 18 Mar. 1559/60
To Gilbert my son 1 cow, on condition that he pay 20s. or 20d.
as the will of Thomas BURTON my husband doth appoint, and 1
featherbed. To John son of Gilbert my brass pot and 1 sheep. To
Joan, Anne and Mary BURTON, Gilbert's daughters, each 1 sheep.
To Joan and Anne each 1 pewter platter. To Robert BURTONNE
my son 1 cow, on like condition, my best red covering, my cauldron
with 2 ears, and 1 pair of flax sheets. To Joan and Elizabeth BUR-
TON, daughters of Robert, each 1 pewter platter. To Gilbert son of
Robert 1 sheep and 1 lamb. To Joan and Elizabeth each 1 sheep.
To Edward my son 1 brass pot with the lip, 2 platters, 1 lockram
sheet, and my best boardcloth. To William my son my broad pan,
1 brass pot, 1 pewter platter, 1 basin, and my part of the bacon in
the roof. To Robert my son 4 bushels of malt. To Thomas and Joan
children of Henry AYLETT and Thomas and Richard sons of Will-
iam BURTON each 1 sheet. To Joan AYLET 1 pewter platter, if she
live to 20; if she die before, to Gilbert my son; also to her my best
gown, my silver pin and hooks, my best petticoat; if she die before
20, to the children of Robert and Gilbert. To Agnes wife of William
BURTON my second gown. To Ellen WRIGHTE my best kirtle and
6s. 8d. To John and Bridget children of John AYLETT each one
lamb and 1 pewter dish. The rest of my goods to be equally divided
between my four sons, whom I ordain my executors.

Witnesses: Thomas AYLETT, William POTEPOLE.144

Perhaps William was only present coincidentally during the writing of this
Rivenhall will; perhaps he was kin to Joan Burton but through family rela-
tionships that we cannot know. Perhaps there was another William Pettypool
in the general area although there is no other evidence for such, and checking
the Rivenhall parish registers is not possible as they don’t begin until 1634. If
this was William (son of John of Burnham), it won’t be the only time he was
asked to participate in such an activity.
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1571On 17 August 1571 William was asked to assume even greater legal re-
sponsibility in the matter of a probate. Richard Becke, yeoman of Burnham,
made the following request of William:

RICHARD BECKE of Burnham yeoman, 17 Aug. 1571

To Agnes my wife 6 [pounds] to be paid her every year and 30s. a
quarter so long as she liveth, on condition that she claim no dower
or third of my lands. I will that she shall have all her household
stuff that was hers before I was married to her, and 10 [pounds]
and 4 loads of wood every year to be delivered to her, if she demand
it betwixt Michaelmas and Christmas. To John SKINNER's three
children 40s. apiece at marriage or 18. To John WESTWOODE's
three children which he had by my daughter [not named] 40s.
apiece at marriage or 24. To Mary CAMPER my daughter's child
40s. at marriage or 20. To William MANDEFYLD my daughter's
child and Richard KYNGSMANE my daughter's son each 40s. at
marriage or 24. To the poor people of Burnham 4 [pounds], i.e.
5s. every quarter for 4 years to be distributed by my executor, the
curate and the churchwardens. To my servants Richard BECKE
40s. and to Agnes SHELDRAKE 10s. a year for her life. To William
BECKE my son's son my counter table in the hall, the form and
the cupboard in the hall, a great chest and a carved chest in the
west parlour, the biggest chest is the east parlour, and a standing
bed complete in the west parlour. To my wife 3 silver spoons of
the worst among mine. To John BOWLES my wife's son the 40s.
which I delivered to his master when he was bound pretice. To
Isaac BOWLES my wife's son 20s. at marriage and my featherbed
at Cockmans [COCKEMAN's?]. To William my son's son 7 of my
best silver spoons and 2 of my best coverlets. To my wife half my
brass, half my pewter, half my woollen and linen, 1 way of cheese,
1 firkin of butter, and her dwelling in my house for a whole year af-
ter my death, on condition that she let my son have the east sollar
and the east parlour furnished with a featherbed and the second
table in the hall. The residue of my goods to William, whom I or-
dain my executor. I make William PUTTIPOOLE my overseer, and
for his pains 5s.

Witnesses: John KYNGE OF Althorne, John LEVETT of South-
minster, Richard CAMBER, Thomas OFFYN. Proved 6 Sept. 1571.
[Inventory exhibited at 48 [pounds] 16s. 2d. in original Will only.]145

William Puttipoole was asked to act as “overseer” in the execution of Ri-
chard Becke’s will. In other words, Richard wanted William to supervise the
actions of his probably rather youthful grandson, also a William (my son’s
son), as he undertook the execution of Becke’s final wishes.146

Although these last few anecdotes exhaust the information about the Burn-
ham Pettypools available from areas immediately surrounding Burnham, there
is additional information about other Pettypool individuals from this era whom
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I believe also come from the Burnham branch. In particular, there are two
marriages either taking place or associated with the Greater London area dur-
ing this period that I believe have relevance to the Burnham branch.

1580 The first concerns a widow called Matilda Petypole. The exact relationship
of Matilda Petypole to other Pettypool families has puzzled those trying to
associate Matilda to the American immigrant ancestor, William. A woman
with apparent links to Asheldham (a small parish located north of Burnham),
Matilda’s provenance has been subject to intense and ongoing speculation.
The bit of data producing this speculation arises from the following entry for
a marriage license:

Locke, John of Burnham, Essex, yeoman, and Matilda Petypole,
widow, of same — at Asheldon, or Burnham aforesaid. 22 April
1580147

Based on my review of all sixteenth century records, I believe that this
Matilda is very likely the widowed wife of the William Pettypool who was buried
in Burnham on 2 January 1579/80 (See page 61). There may have been other
Pettypool widows in Burnham, but the proximity of burial and marriage dates
seems more than coincidental.

Although it cannot be proved that Matilda is the woman who was widowed
by William’s death, it was not uncommon for partners left behind to remarry
quite quickly in Elizabethan Burnham. Fortuitously, such haste in remarriage
has been demonstrated in an analysis of the marriage and fertility behavior
of Burnham men and women during the period the Pettypools lived there.
This analysis, written by author Amy Licence even mentions William’s putative
sister, Grace Putipoole, in a most interesting online article about Burnham
social history.148

The fact that Matilda Petypole and John Locke were married by license
rather than after posting banns for three consecutive Sundays (the less ex-
pensive and more conventional method) may reveal an attempt to exercise
discretion and ⁄ or avoid the opposition of disapproving children or villagers.
Marriage by license (especially a London license) apparently also was thought
to confer a bit of social prestige on the marrying parties.149 The latter bit
of information seems consistent, once again, with the greater prosperity and
higher social standing that has been proposed for the Burnham branch of the
Pettypool family.

1566 Fortuitously, a will has been found that may bear on Matilda Petypole’s
identity. In Asheldham in 1566, William Averell composed a will that is five
handwritten pages in length.150 Toward the end of fifth page, Averell enumer-
ated cash gifts to his relatives, among other parties, in which he indicated:
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. . . Item I will and bequeath to my Sister Potpole twenty
shillings uppon the payment, when he pays the three pounds at
the Feast of Saint Michaell the Archangell next coming. . . 151

In a stroke of bad luck for us, Averell did not give the forename of his “Sis-
ter Potypole.” Nor did he indicate whether, this “sister” was a sister of the full
degree, a half-sister or a stepsister. However, aside from Matilda, there likely
was only one other woman in Burnham who was also married to a Pettypool
man at the time of the writing of the Averell will: the unknown wife of Edward.
Although no mention of Edward’s wife is made, we know she existed because
Edward had a child, Elizabeth, who was buried in 1563. Apart from this hy-
pothetical wife of Edward, however, likely only William’s wife also would have
been alive in Burnham during this era. What ties together both Matilda of the
marriage license and the “sister” to William Averell is the mention of Asheld-
ham (although written as Asheldon in the marriage license record.) Thus, my
speculation (supported by at least two lines of circumstantial evidence) is that
this Matilda (possibly Averell) was William Pettypool’s widowed wife.

Matilda’s new husband, John Locke, is worthy of note in his own right. He
appears to be one of the subjects of a rather infamous incident that has been
reported in at least two social-historical compilations inspired by local Essex
Elizabethan legal records.152,153

In 1597, some six years after marrying Matilda and eight years after ac-
quiring a property called Paternosters in Canewdon parish (directly across
the River Crouch from Burnham), a John Locke and his son, Henry, are in-
volved in an assault of an unusual nature. Also of interest, we are informed
that Locke had acquired Paternosters from Thomas Redman, a name that will
appear again in the annals of the Burnham Pettypools. I quote Dr. Emmison:

. . . Paternosters figured in an extraordinary incident. Locke, then
‘of Ratcliff, Middlesex, sailor’, perhaps learned that his lessee had
sub-let the house without his (Locke’s) leave. He and his son paid a
surprise visit at dawn. Bolting themselves in, the family withstood
a violent assault. Those besieged counter-attacked by throwing
down ‘leads of cheese’ (a lead weighed 56 lb.)154

and

. . . heavy pins out of the cheese press. Taking one of the female at-
tackers ‘furiously by the neck’ the rightful occupier [Locke] swore,
‘By God, if you do not leave meddling and be still I will have your
blood.’ The weapons used comprised a sheaf of seventeen arrows,
a pikestaff, a long pitchfork, a sword, a bill and a halberd.155

After hearing of the intensity of the assaults, it does seem surprising that
someone wasn’t more seriously injured. Certainly, John Locke appeared ready
to act with dispatch when wronged.

It is also of interest to learn that John Locke was a sailor, with appar-
ent links both to the Burnham area as well as to Ratcliff, one of the Thames
riverside hamlets in London’s suburban parish of Stepney. Apparently it was
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not uncommon for Essex men to combine both maritime and inland occupa-
tional pursuits. During this era water was by far the most convenient means
of travel, both for personal travel and for shipping commodities. Accordingly,
many of those styled “sailor” by the clerks only rarely worked the open sea. In-
stead, they fished Essex’s rivers and the sea coast shallows, at the same time
trading inland and using the waterways for transport of goods of all manner,
particularly to and from London.

1591 / 2 In addition to the Locke-Petypole marriage, there exists another marriage
from the latter part of the 1500s that I propose also connects to Southeast
Essex and the Burnham Pettypools. This latter marriage occurred in London
in 1591/2 and involved yet another William, whose appearance will close out
this review of the Burnham Pettypool family of the 1500s. This marriage was
solemnized at St. Clement, Eastcheap parish church (combined in the late
17th century with St. Martin Orgar parish church) where the entry reads:

1591/2 Feb 8 William Petipoll & Margarett Redman156

Both St. Clement, Eastcheap and St. Martin Orgar, although they are
parishes contained within the walls of the City of London, are located on the
east side of the city and near the River Thames. Thus, they are easily accessi-
ble from Essex.

æ

Figure 9.6: St. Clement Eastcheap Church, London.
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As for the pedigree of this William Petipoll, I believe him to be the grandson
of John and the son of William, in other words the Burnham child called Will-
iam who was baptized 1 January 1567/8 (See page 59). As such, this William
would have just turned twenty-four years of age in February, 1591/2, a prime
age for marrying in Elizabethan England. Subsequent records will show that
the woman in the entry is the probable daughter of a Thomas Redman, proba-
bly the same Thomas Redman from whom Matilda Petypole’s second husband,
John Locke, bought Paternosters.

Thus far, no evidence has been found regarding William’s occupation or
a possible residence in London. Nor is there any explanation for why Will-
iam and Margaret were being married in London. In fact, subsequent late
sixteenth-century activities will place them firmly in the Burnham area. Per-
haps the Redman family maintained a residence in the London area similarly
to John Locke; perhaps the bride and groom did not want to be married lo-
cally in the Burnham area. Although London registers have been searched for
baptisms of any children from William and Margarett’s marriage, none have
been found there nor in relevant Essex parishes of the era.

1594-1600Recent translation and publication of medieval court rolls (1594-1606)
from Burnham Manor and the Manor of Burnham Canons als Mangapp by
the Burnham-on-Crouch local historian, Henry Potten, allow us to follow Will-
iam and Margaret Pettypool soon after their London marriage.157 Since all
earlier records for these manors have been lost, these rolls comprise the earli-
est available information about property holding in the Burnham community.
It is here that we encounter two related entries from the first session of court
in which William Pootypoole establishes his right to hold several Burnham
Manor properties:

Court Rolls and view of frankpledge, Manor of Burnham, 28th Au-
gust, 1594.
CR94 22
Pootypoole - William Pootypoole acknowledged himself to hold
of the lord by copy as of his manor aforesaid a customary tene-
ment lying at the Ware once William Kynge’s, and a tenement and
15 acres of customary and heriotable land called Bettes, as well
as a croft of customary and heriotable land containing by estima-
tion three acres, called Peycockes, and a croft of customary land
containing an acre called Semyesacre, and six acres of customary
and heriotable land called Pooles, and also a moiety or propor-
tion of water or a fishery called a Ware by the name of Jeffreys,
for the former rent and by the former rent and services therefrom
formerly owned and by right accustomed, and he did fealty to the
lord. And by another copy he holds a croft containing three acres
called Bluntes, by the former rent and the services therefrom for-
merly owed and by right accustomed.
CR94 44
Poutypoole et Margaret uxor –To this Court came William Pouty-
poole, a customary tenant of this manor in his own person, and
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in full court surrendered into the hands of the lord through the
hands of his steward aforesaid all and each of his customary lands
and tenements he held of this manor, with the intent that the lord
might re-grant the said lands and tenements to the aforesaid Will-
iam and his wife Margaret and to the heirs of the same William.
The which [sic] the lord through his steward aforesaid granted to
the said William and Margaret by virtue of the rod, to have and to
hold to the said William and Margaret and to the heirs of William
at the will of the lord, according to the custom of the manor, by
rent and the services therefrom formerly owing and by right ac-
customed And they gave the fine to the lord as is shown, and they
are admitted as tenants and did fealty to the lord 158

From this 1594 court onward until the session of 17 May, 1600, William,
and oftentimes Margaret, appeared at court. For example, at the court of
April, 1595 William was sworn in as a standing juror for the regular meetings
of the Burnham Manor court, was fined for overcharging for bread that he
had baked and sold, and was allowed by the lord to lease some of the land he
held to another man.159 William continued to transact such routine business
at each term of court during the remaining late 1590s, yielding twenty-two
mentions in the translated rolls. Thus, he was clearly resident in Burnham
and not just a holder of property that he, in turn, rented or leased to others.

It is also of significance that William was sworn in at every term of court as
a juror. According to Potten, such jurors were usually drawn from among the
“Chief Pledges” of the community, which implies that William was considered
a leading citizen of Burnham.160 Also note that in the first of the two 1594
transactions quoted above, the first property mentioned by William is the ten-
ement associated with the Kynge family, that is, the tenement called Kynges.
This property, first noted as being held by John Puttypole in his 1539 will, has
apparently been passed on to William, John’s grandson.

It seems, however, that William and Margaret will be the last of the Burn-
ham Pettypool family to hold any of these properties. In July, 1597 the Kyn-
ges tenement is the first of the properties from the 1594 record to be dis-
posed of.161 Finally, in May, 1600 Bettes, Peycockes, Semyesacre, Pooles and
Bluntes are also surrendered to others.162 We will see, however, that William
and Margaret do not venture far in their quest for replacement properties.

1600 This William Petipoll and his wife, Margaret, do reappear near Burnham
again just at the very beginning of the 1600s. They are present in the following
two documents concerning land transactions in Canewdon parish (recall that
Canewdon is just across the river from Burnham), order not certain. In the
first we learn:

42.
Plaintiffs: Robert Salmon and Phenenna his wife, Robert Hughson
and Deborah his wife, Robert Stratton and Phenenna his wife, and
Richard Sluige.
Defendants: William Puttypool and wife.
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Object of the suit: Claim by descent, and for discovery as to nature
of defendant’s claim.
Premisses: Fifteen acres of land in Caneudon or Cavendon, late in
possession of Julian Myche from whom plaintiffs claim severally
as heirs; and the defendants claim by conveyance from Thomas
Redman.163

In the second transaction it appears that William and Margaret (Redman)
Pettypoole may have been successful in their Chancery suit claiming the land
in Canewdon conveyed to them by Thomas Redman. In a deed of the form
(Feet of Fines) that we have become accustomed to in this narrative, they are
selling land in Canewdon although it is not certain that the reference in the
two documents is to the same piece of land. The second reference could be to
another piece of acreage as no identifying data are given.

Trinity 43 Elizabeth [22 May- 23 June, 1600]
8. Thomas Freshwater gent. plat. & Wm. Puttepoole & Margaret
his Wife def. of land in Canewdon.164

1627The last known reference to Pettypools from the Burnham branch comes
a couple of decades later in a probate document written at the request of
Thomas Newman, vicar of Canewdon parish. The introduction to this docu-
ment, probated on 15 May 1627 in the Consistory Court of London, is a long
lament by Newman about how Canewdon property that he thought he held
had been appropriated illegally by a certain Thomas Ellis. From an abstracted
copy of the four page will, we read:

To all [Christ]ian people to whome this present writinge shall come
I Thomas Newman of Cavedon in the county of Essex clerke, send
greeting in our Lord god ev[er]lasting beinge of perfecte sence and
memory . . . Now know y[ou] that I the said Thomas Newman find-
ing my self much wronged and crossed by the aforsaid T[homas]
Ellis and his advisors and devisors havinge reposed much trust
and confidence in him, and havinge utterly requited all courtesies
as by certen letters under his hand appeareth. The said T[homas]
E[llis] being requested by me the said T[homas] Newman that I
might have the whole state in my hand towardes the preferm[en]t
of me in marriage and paym[en]t of my debtes The said T[homas]
E[llis] although he promised under his hand to assure him the
said p[ar]sonage and other the premisses aforsaid in and by the
said indenture of lease demised, did very secretly and unfaithfully
abuse the trust in him reposed . . . I am therfore inforced humbly
to intreate the right worshipfull S[i]r Henage Finch the Kinges
ma[jes]ties serjant at lawe and recorder of the honorable citty of
London, the right wor[shipfu]ll Mr Edward Harris of Lincolns Inne
esquire Mr Richard Lane of Chauncery Lane gent[leman] to con-
dole my pittifull estate lying sicke and tormented in minde, that
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hath trusted others and undone my self, if they doe not search
into it and indagate and fynd out by some wayes and meanes as
my wor[shipfu]ll feoffers in trust how to procure the said T[homas]
E[llis] to sett ov[er] the said lease to some of them in trust or to
procure good security from the said T[homas] E[llis] to pay these
som[m]es of due debte followinge. That is to saye
To Mrs Alice Wood of Lymestreete London widdow lxvjli w[i]th the
interest.
To Mr Henry Pitchford Lond[on] Cooke 17li 8s.
To Mr Richard Lane aforesaid 26li 12s.
To Mr Edward Harris aforsaid 8li.
To Mr Doctor Coussen phisic[i]on Lond[on] xxli
To Samuell Coussen vli
To Prudence Moore my servant xli.
To Thomas Eagles Lond[on] xli
To Frauncis Eagles his wife xli
To my goddaughter An[n]e Lothropp of ?Daunty in the county of
Essex xli
To Margaret Puttipoole vjli
To my brother Martin Newman vli.
To all his children and other of my kindred in discharge of any
further demaunde or clayme in any thinge I have vs a peece.
To Thomas Peekexli towardes the apparellinge of the said Thomas
Peeke and towardes the . . . of him apprentice
To Stephen Vincen and his wyfe my old servant xxli a peece
All w[hi]ch sev[er]all som[m]es of money according as afore is menc[i]o[n]ed
I desire the right wor[shipfu]ll the feoffers in trust aforsaid to take
some paynes therin. . .
Witnes my hand and seale the 8th of May 1627.

Thomas Newman

Sealed and deliv[er]ed in the presence of us Antho[ny] Barber scr[ibe]
Prudence Moore. John Saruell ser’ d[i]c[t]i scr’ [servant of the said
scribe]. . .

[Translation from Latin]:
On the 15th day of the month of May in the year of the lord 1627
before the venerable master Arthur Ducke, doctor of laws, vicar-
general of the reverend father lord George, bishop of London, and
principal official, etc, there was committed the administration of
the goods, rights and credits of Thomas Newman, clerk, late while
he was alive, vicar of the parish church of Cauwedon in the county
of Essex, together with this his will annexed, to Richard Lane, the
creditor of the said deceased, sworn [to administer] well, etc, sav-
ing on the oath, etc.165

Newman’s allocations do not make clear exactly which of the recipients in
his will were creditors and which were those receiving money gifts that have
not been created by debts he owed to others. As a consequence, it is not
certain whether Margaret Puttipoole was a creditor or was receiving a bequest
free and clear. Because Newman made no mention of any other characteristics
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that might reveal Margaret’s status, all we know is that she was still alive in
1627. If William or any other Pettypools from the Burnham branch lived on
into the middle 1600s, they have not left evidence that has so far been found.
In fact, the Pettypool surname appears to have gone extinct in this branch
with this William’s death.

Figure 9.7: Speculative Descendant Chart for Pettypool families from Southeast Essex.
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CHAPTER 10

Pettypool Families in the 1500s:
The John Puttypole Family of Southwest Essex

The second Pettypool family from the 1500s that we will trace in some de-
tail has left a number records in a cluster of parishes in southwest Essex, a
preponderance associated with Great Warley, Barking and their surrounding
villages. Of particular interest is the possible continuity of this Great Warley-
Barking family with the families encountered during the late 1400s and early
1500s in the vicinity of the Rodings.

In particular, John Petypole of Ayethrope Roding in the 1524-25 lay sub-
sidy (see page 51) seems a plausible antecedent to this Great Warley group as
well as a descendant or extension of the Pettypool branch that was associated
with the Beauchamp Roding property in the late 1400s. If this is the case, by
the time of the 1524/25 assessment, John had seemingly fallen in status as
compared to his probable antecedents. He is assessed at the lowest level (with
1 pound of goods) and thus appears not to be a substantial property holder.

In further attempts to trace this John and his possible family members, I
searched the earliest sixteenth century vital registers for Aythorpe Roding and
other surrounding parishes. No Pettypools were found for these areas nor for
any nearby parishes. We must therefore assume that any male descendants
of John of Aythorpe Roding had either moved on, failed to reproduce or that
the relevant registers simply start too late.

How serious is the possibility that this John of the 1524-25 lay subsidy
may be the John whose descendants we will trace in the upcoming narrative
for Great Warley/Barking? It seems a real possibility, especially since the
naming patterns of the Great Warley branch repeat forenames from the just
earlier Beauchamp Roding group. In addition, Great Warley and other rele-
vant nearby parishes are located only about 15 miles south from Beauchamp
Roding.

Moreover, as the presence of a William Potypole in Shenfeylde in 1524/25
shows, there were already Pettypools residing in the general area of Great War-
ley in the era just preceding the start of vital registration. Although this Will-
iam of the lay subsidy is not encountered again in currently known records,
Shenfield is a mere 3 miles north of Great Warley. The case of this William
is also interesting because he is noted as being assessed for the 1524/25 re-
turns based on wages, a finding suggesting that he may have left land holding
or agriculture as a primary pursuit. Such wage earning will take on additional
meaning as we learn more about the occupations of the Pettypools of the Great
Warley area.
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Figure 10.1: Sites from 1500’s, Southwest Essex.

1531According to Victoria County History– a series of county histories written
during the reign of Queen Victoria– Great Warley is an ancient parish and
until the nineteenth century it was primarily agricultural. It sits about 18
miles east and a bit north of central London in the far southwest corner of
Essex, currently near the boundary between Essex and Greater London.166

Although there is no evidence of permanent industry other than agriculture in
the region of Great Warley, the following record from just prior to the start of
parish registration confirms that this branch of the Pettypool family had likely
already embarked on non-agricultural, wage-earning livelihoods, in particular
carpentry. As early as 1531, we read:

1531
Essex: William Gerlond, gentleman, by his attorney appeared on

the fourth day against John Potypole, late of Ingeraff [Ingrave] in
the aforesaid county, carpenter, concerning a plea that he should
pay him 46s 8d, which he owes him and unjustly detains, etc. And
he has not come. And the sheriff was ordered that he summon
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him, etc. And the sheriff now reports that he has nothing, etc.
Therefore he is to be taken so that he may be here in the quindene
of Easter day, etc.167

There is no known response from John Potypole of Ingrave to William Ger-
lond’s 1531 plea for payment of the debt detailed in the preceding suit. Per-
haps Gerlond gave up when the sheriff reported that John “has nothing.” Since
John was a carpenter, he was likely without land and perhaps with few goods.
Gerlond seemingly had little recourse for recovery. What is also interesting
to note from this record is that the village and parish of Ingrave, like Shen-
field, lies approximately three miles from Great Warley, only in an easterly
direction. It therefore seems likely that this John Potypole, is the same John
Pettypool (Senior) who will subsequently appear in the Great Warley parish
records when registration begins in 1538.

1542

Figure 10.2: St. Mary the Virgin Church, Great Warley, no longer
standing.

Assuming, conservatively, that John Junior was at least aged 21 at the
time of his marriage, this assumes a birth date for him of no later than 1521.
Using the 30-year generation-interval estimate adopted in the earlier chapters
of this manuscript, this suggests a birth date for John Senior of approximately
1485, possibly even earlier.

I estimate that the John Potypole in the earliest Great Warley parish records
was born ca. 1485. As implied by the preceding analysis, his parents likely
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resided nearer the Rodings if, as speculated, he is a continuation of the branch
resident there in the late 1400s. This elder John’s approximate birth date can
be inferred because he had a putative son, John Junior, who was married in
Great Warley in 1542:

1542
John puttypole Junr & Ann Person were Marryed the xviith of
Septembr Ano [Domini]168

1543According to this speculative accounting John Senior would have been
nearing his sixth decade when the following grandchild was born in 1543 to
the marriage of John Junior and Ann (Person) Puttypoole:

1543
Rabearge puttypole daughter of John puttypoole was christened
the xixth of Maye Anno [Domini]169

Great Warley is one of a few Essex parishes in which use of the distinc-
tive female forename Rabearge (alternatively Rabarge, Rabbege, Rabege, Rab-
bedge, Roberge) was encountered with some frequency during the mid-1500s.
At first, I thought that I had misread the clerk’s hand. Learning that the name
is known to be the Latinized form of the name Rebecca, I double-checked to
make certain that the clerk at Great Warley had not used the name in the
formulaic Latin sometimes seen in these early parish registers, for which he
would have expected the reader to translate the whole sentence or phrase,
including the name, into conventional English.170 However, this was not the
case.

It soon became clear that many parents in the area were christening their
girl children with the name, and others were presumably using the name in
common parlance and as a nickname. For example, in a subsequent sec-
tion of the narrative, see the bequest of Robert Pyrmeter to daughter Agnes
and Richard Puttypole’s child, who was christened as Rebecka but apparently
nicknamed and perhaps known as “Rabbedge.” Moreover, as I painstakingly
read through decades of Great Warley entries looking for other elusive Petty-
pool registrations, I kept encountering many other instances of families who
had also used the name during the period encompassing the latter part of the
1500s and early 1600s. I have begun to believe that I was witnessing a fore-
name fad of some sort, apparently time-limited and perhaps geographically
limited as well.

There were a few other Rabarges from outside Essex receiving bequests in
wills of the period, but mostly from the nearby county of Kent. By the time
I finished my search of English vital records for this report, I had not seen
the name used in documents from earlier centuries nor did I ever encounter it
again after the designated time period. Perhaps its use as a christening name
coincided with the appearance, in the greater region, of a local worthy by that
name, or a literary or religious personage whose identity has been lost but
who, for a brief period, gripped the imagination of these Essex parents.
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1545-1566 Unless John Junior and Ann (Person) Puttypoole moved to another parish
or have otherwise escaped detection, John Junior had no children other than
Rabearge christened in Great Warley, and apparently both he and the elder
John likely were dead by 1551. There are two burials, separated by six years,
for Pettypool men called John in the mid-1500s in Great Warley.

1545
John Puttypoole was buried the 26 of Aprill171

1551
John Puttipoole was buryed the 25 of March172

I have assumed that the first of these burials, in April of 1545, was for
John the younger as there were no other children in the registers born to any
John after the 1543 birth of Rabearge. It is possible that the death dates for
the two men should be reversed, but there is presently no way to make that
determination.

There is only one other burial discovered in the Great Warley registers for
Pettypool family members, and it is for a female, also named Ann.

1557
Ann Puttipole was buryed the 25 of March173

This latter could be the burial of Ann, either wife or daughter of John
the elder or Ann Person, wife of John the younger. I tend to believe that it
was not the latter. Since John Junior’s wife would have been widowed as a
relatively young woman, I would have expected her to remarry quite quickly
and thus to have acquired another surname. This burial also could result
from another Pettypool family who was present in Great Warley at the same
time. This is the family of Richard, married in the same decade as John Junior
and consequently also attributed as a son to John Senior.

Richard enters the Great Warley parish register in 1549 upon his mar-
riage to a woman who is named in the register, according to my reading as
“Ann Parmenter”. We later will have reason to question whether the forename
“Ann” was just a “called” name, but that she was a Parmenter seems correct,
according to independent evidence. The register reads:

1549
Richard puttypole And Ann parmenter were marryed the first of
July Anno [Domini]174

Births of five girls, all named as children of Richard, subsequently appear
with remarkable regularity (with one exception) in the Great Warley register
approximately every one to two years for the next decade. Thus the register
reads:
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1550
Margarete puttypole daughter of Richard puttypole was chris-
tened the xxvjth of March Anno [Domini]175

1552
Alice Puttypole daughter of Richard puttypole was christened the
xxjst day of May Anno [Domini]176

1556
Margaret puttypole daughter of Richard puttypole was christened
the iiijth of August Anno [Domini]177

1558
Johan pottypole daughter of Richard puttypole was christened
the xviijth of December Anno [Domini]178

1560
Rebecka pottypole daughter of Richard pottypole was christened
the viijth day of December Anno [Domini]179

After the birth of Rebecka in 1560, the Great Warley registers record no
additional births for any Pettypool families. The birth pattern observed in
the preceding series suggests the following interpretation of events and conse-
quent inferences regarding the family of Richard, putative son of John Senior.

• Approximately one year separates Margaret’s birth in March 1550⁄1 from
the birth of Alice in 1552. Daughters named Margaret appear both in
March, 1550 ⁄ 1 and August 1556. The two facts in juxtaposition suggest
the strong possibility that Margaret, the child born in March 1550 ⁄ 1,
did not survive infancy. Had she done so, another birth might not have
come quite so soon. Although not a reliable means of contraception,
breastfeeding did often delay subsequent births, perhaps the result of
which is the slightly longer spacing between the remaining children in
the sequence for Richard’s wife.

• The absence of a birth in the interval between 1552 and 1556 disrupts
the regularity of the fertility behavior observed both before and after in
the sequence. Recall that an “Ann Puttipole” was buried in Great Warley
in 1557. It was suggested earlier that the burial could be that of one of
John Senior’s female relatives or of John Junior’s widow, Ann Person.
Given the absence of recorded births for Richard’s family in the interval
including the year 1557, it’s also possible that the death could be for an
un-baptized child of Richard. Although the parents of deceased children
were conventionally mentioned in the register entry by the clerk, such a
death remains a possibility.

• The list of christenings for Richard’s children stops cold at the time of
the 1560 entry for Rebecka. Such behavior is somewhat at variance
with typical fertility behavior, in which the last few children of a large
brood continue to arrive for approximately twenty years after marriage,
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albeit separated by somewhat longer intervals at the end of the sequence.
Did this sudden change signal a move for Richard’s family, perhaps the
death of his wife, maybe both?

Information bearing on some of these issues comes from other lines of
evidence. First, there is a marriage of a Richard Puttipoole in May of 1561 in
the adjoining parish of South Weald. It is reported:

1561 May
Richard Puttipoole & Johan Boxer ⁄4⁄ 180

It is possible that more than one Richard of marriageable age could be re-
siding in the region of Great Warley-South Weald, but given the low frequency
of the appearance of any Pettypool people at any period of English history, it
seems unlikely. In addition, the appearance in 1561 of a new wife for Richard
of Great Warley would explain the sudden disruption in birth records after
1560 for Richard’s Great Warley family.

Apparently Richard’s wife, “Ann” Parmeter, had died circa 1560 although
her death date, if recorded at Great Warley, has been lost. There is an unex-
plained gap in burial records from the Great Warley registration book between
the years of 1560 and 1589. It is as though a whole set of leaves has be-
come detached from the vicar’s book and become lost from the other entries
(which are marvelously complete otherwise). In any event, Richard’s children’s
baptisms, as shown above, are the last evidence of Richard’s family in Great
Warley although there is evidence of one other Pettypool family member.

Figure 10.3: St. Peter’s
Church, South Weald.

This additional person, for whom there
is a marriage record in January 1559/60, is
called Catheryne. The record reads:

1559 [1559/60]
James Broton [Burton?] & Cath-
eryne puttypole were marryed
the xxxth of January Anno [Do-
mini]181

It is a bit difficult to place this Cath-
eryne within the context of the other families
known to be present in Great Warley during
the mid-sixteenth century. Sometime in the
mid-twenties was the average age at mar-
riage for both genders in sixteenth century
England.182 Using age twenty-five as an es-
timate, this places Catheryne’s birth at ap-
proximately 1535. This date seems a bit too
early for an attribution of her paternity to ei-
ther John Junior or Richard and a bit late
for an attribution to John Senior. The latter attribution is possible, however,
particularly if John Senior had a late second marriage. Ultimately, until ad-
ditional evidence is found, Catheryne’s parentage will remain unattributed.
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Evidently she and James Broton either took up residence after marriage in
another parish or conceived no children. There is no record of births to a
James Broton in the Great Warley registers during the relevant time periods.

Other pieces of data from two wills of the period potentially further inform
our understanding of the family of Richard of Great Warley. The first will was
created by Robert Parmyter of High Laver, Essex. The abstract of this will,
written in January of 1566, reads as follows:

ROBERT P[AR]MYTER of High Laver, 30 Jan 1565/6

To the poor folks of this parish 8 d. To Anne CHURCH and Agnes
RODE my daughter's children, each a lamb, to ALICE PYTPOOLE
my daughter Agnes' child a sheep and a lamb, a heitch, a flaxen
wheel, a pewter dish, a tablecloth, a treen platter, and a treen dish.
To "Rabbedge" her sister and my daughter Margaret's child each a
lamb. To my son William my watering vat, a 'heyer' to dry malt, a
dung coup, and a grinding stone with an iron wench. To my son
Thomas a bed, a mattock, a spade, a dung fork, a scythe, an axe,
and a bell. To Dorothy, Peter READE's child, a lamb. The rest of
my goods to Elizabeth my wife whom I make my executrix. I ordain
overseer Henry FOSTER and for his pains 20 d.
Witnesses: Thomas CLARKE, William GAMLYE, Reynold KINGE.
Proved 16 May 1566.183

High Laver is a small village in central Essex, located approximately five
miles almost due west of Beauchamp Roding, yet another connection between
the Pettypool family of Great Warley and the fourteenth century group resident
in the Rodings. Like so many villages in this central and fertile area of Essex,
High Laver was “a rural parish devoted almost exclusively to agriculture.”184

In addition to confirming a likely Beauchamp Roding connection, it also
now confirms that Richard of Great Warley was first married to Agnes Parme-
ter (or Parmenter) although she apparently was known by her “called” name
“Ann”. According to English naming traditions, Ann is a nickname that is of-
ten substituted for Agnes.185 We also can now confirm that all the daughters
born to Richard also belonged to Ann (or Agnes).

Based on mention of only two Pettypool children in Robert Parmyter’s will,
it is also possible that the only children from this marriage who survived child-
hood were Alice, the second-born, and Rebecka (or “Rabbedge”), the youngest.
When the will was probated, Alice would have been almost fourteen years
old and “Rabbedge” about five years six months. Robert Parmyter’s bequests
probably reflected differences in the girls’ birth order and ⁄ or age, the older
girl being gifted with items that might ultimately make up a trousseau and the
younger with only a lamb.

Although we don’t know exactly when or why it happened, sometime after
their marriage in South Weald in 1561 Richard and his second wife, Joan
Boxer, appear to have left the area of Great Warley and moved slightly south
and further west to the parish of Barking. In their migration patterns, they
appear to have been following the route of the River Roding, perhaps because
concentrated residential settlement also followed such a path.
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Located on the north bank of the River Thames, Barking parish lies near
where the River Roding meets an inlet of a Thames tributary. As such its resi-
dents have long had associations with maritime industries and trades, includ-
ing a need for carpenters for boat building and repair.186 In later centuries,
Barking was to become one of greatest ports in England, and because of en-
croaching population, in the twentieth century Barking became a municipal
borough of Greater London.

1577 Although Barking parish registration begins in 1558, no records relevant
to Richard’s family appear until 1577. Available sixteenth century records
from parishes adjoining Great Warley and Barking also have been searched,
and no trace of Richard nor members of his family have yet been found other
than in Barking. The 1577 entry records the following birth:

May 1577
John the sonne of Richard Puttipole baptized the 26th of May187

Figure 10.4: St. Margaret’s
Church, Barking.

If, as I have tentatively concluded,
this John baptized in Barking is the
son of Richard of Great Warley, Richard
would have been in his 50’s and mar-
ried for 16 years to Joan Boxer. It ap-
pears that there were no births of chil-
dren earlier or later in their marriage, at
least none that have made it into local
parish registers.

Pettypool descendants are fortunate,
indeed, that John was born. All his
known living siblings were females, and
the Pettypool surname appears to have
come close to disappearing in his branch
had he not survived to marry and pro-
duce male children, including Samuel,
the father of the American immigrant
William. We will trace John and his de-
scendants in the section on the seven-
teenth century exploits of the Pettypool
family in London’s eastern suburbs. But
first, there are further sixteenth century Pettypool records to discuss.

Also in 1577, the second of the two wills referred to above again mentions
an “Alice Puttypole”. It is presented in abstracted form below:

JONAS WRIGHTE of Stanford-le-Hope, 4 Aug. 1577. (Nuncupa-
tive.)

He desired his mother Ellen SANDELL, who he made executrix, to
bestow his goods as following. To his brother Matthew WRIGHTE
his best doublet, a young colt, and his part of a quiver which
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he had; to Rd. SANDELL his father-in-law [4 pounds] of the [8
pounds] which he doth owe to him, also 4 sheep; to his brother
‘Noye’ WRIGHTE [6 pounds 13 shillings 4 pence] to be put in the
hands of ‘Eugeny’ GATTON gentleman to be kept to the use of the
said ‘Noeth’; to John R[ER?]N a lamb and his apparel with 2 old
shirts; to his father-in-law’s children [4 pence] apiece; to Alice
PUTTYPOLE a pair of old shoes, with 2 pennyworth of hobnails;
to Jonas STAYCE his godson [6 shillings 8 pennies]; to Nich. Son
of [Jonas] STACYE [3 shillings 4 pence] which he did owe him; to
John BRUER [4 pence] which he doth owe him; and to Rd. PONDE
[6 shillings with 2 pence] which he did owe him. The residue of his
goods to his mother, to bestow on the poor and on Sarah WRIGHT
his sister what she shall think good.

Proved 17 Sept. 1577 [in original only]188

If the Alice Puttypole in this latter will is the same Alice (daughter of Ri-
chard) as in the earlier bequest, she would be 25 years old at the writing of
the will. There is no evidence of another Alice Puttypole in the general area,
but during this era one could easily escape detection because parish records
were not universal in their coverage of all individuals in all parishes.

For reference, Stanford le Hope is a parish on the north bank of the Thames
River, lying not too far east from Barking and heavily influenced by its river-
side location. If Richard or another member of his family was occasionally
plying the waters of the Thames in some maritime capacity, he might easily
have encountered and befriended Wright. They also could be related through
relatives of the family of either of his two known wives, Ann Parmeter and
Joane Boxer. The bequest to Alice, old shoes and hobnails, seems an unusual
gift; the shoes may have been associated with a particular occupation or task
although Alice’s need for or personal interest in the shoes is not spoken of in
the will.

1586-1593The final three sixteenth-century entries for this Pettypool family in the
Barking registers refer to one marriage and two burials. The marriage entry is
for a Margarett Pettypool:

Septembr 1586
Robert Seaton and Margarett Pettypoole marryed the vith day of
September189

The identity of this Margarett has not been established. She could be
one of the daughters called Margaret born to the marriage of Richard and
Ann (Parmeter) Pettypool. However, if a child from this marriage, why was
she overlooked in the 1577 will of her grandfather, Robert Parmyter? Her
sisters, Alice and “Rabbedge” were remembered. She could also be a child,
of unrecorded birth, from the second marriage of Richard to Johan Boxer in
1561. A child born shortly after 1561 would make Margarett in her early to
mid-twenties in 1586, a highly marriageable age in this era.
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The two burial entries are:

Novembr

1587
Richard Petypool buried the 19th day of november190

and

May
1593
Joane Petypoole, widow buried the 24th of may191

The timing of these burials appears entirely consistent with what we have
earlier surmised about Richard (of Great Warley and then Barking), the son of
John Puttypole Senior. His presumed first marriage in 1549 to Ann Parmenter
suggests a birth year of approximately 1525. Accordingly, he would have
entered the seventh decade of his life with a death date in November 1587, not
a long life by contemporary standards but good by the standards of the time.
A lag of seven years between Richard’s death and that of his widow, Joane
(who as a second wife may have been somewhat younger than he) would also
conform to expectation about survival into old age during this era.
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Figure 10.5: Speculative Descendant Chart for Pettypool families from Southwest Essex.
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CHAPTER 11

Pettypool Families in the 1600s:
Descendants of the Southwest Essex Pettypools in London’s East End

For an exploration of the activities of Pettypools in the 1600s, we continue
tracing the movements of the branch living in Barking parish during the late
1500s. The focus for this part of our history is John, son of Richard, the
Richard whom I speculate most likely descended from the Pettypool branch
resident in the 1400s in the Essex parishes nearby the Rodings.

1600 / 1 Recall that John was born in Barking on 26 May 1577, and we come upon
him in the Barking registers for the second time in the form of the following
marriage:

1600 [1600/1]
January
John Petipoole & Elizabeth Strondall married the 1st Day of Jan-
uary192

John was not quite 24 years old when he and Elizabeth Strondall married.
John was of average age for courtship and betrothal, and there may have been
some urgency to the marriage as it appears that Elizabeth was pregnant. A
child was christened for John very soon after the marriage ceremony:

1600 [1600/1]
John the sonne of John Petipool baptized the 18th day of March193

1602-1614 Thereafter, a series of children arrive at the expected one to two-year in-
tervals for John and Elizabeth:

1602
Margaret the daughter of John Petipool baptized the same day
[27 December]194

1604 [1604/5]
Richard the sonne of John Petipool baptized the same day [24
February]195
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1606 [1606/7]
Sammuel the sonne of John Petipool baptized the 15th day of
February196

1610
Elizabeth the daughter of John Petipool baptized the 10th day of
June197

According to the burial registers, two of John’s children were lost during
childhood: son Richard and a daughter, Ann, who does not appear in a corre-
sponding entry in the baptism register. These entries read:

1611
Richard the sonne of John Petipool buried the 12th day of Octo-
ber198

1614
Ann the daughter of John Petipool buried the first day of Au-
gust199

1603-1622/3During the period of John’s family formation (the first two decades of the
1600s), he often found himself the target of the Barking parish authorities. Al-
though his occupation was carpentry, perhaps he struggled to keep pace with
the increasing financial needs of a growing family and resorted to alternative
means of livelihood; perhaps he was given to troublesome behavior. Whatever
the cause(s), John accumulated the following list of offenses:

1 April 1603
Indictments of Dorothy Webb of Hatfield Peverel, spinster, Francis
merchant, Richard Ralfe, Thomas wade and William Barrett of the
same, alehouse-keepers, Kemborowe Swayne of Salcott, widow,
Richard Robinson of the same, victualler, George Chapman and
Thomas Stanes of Epping, victuallers, John Wright, John Shelley,
John Barnarde, Oliver Ladd, Matin Mayes and John Brangeman of
Waltham Holy Cross, victuallers, William Bigges and Nicholas Wil-
son of Chingford, victuallers, Nicholas pollett of Barking, victualler,
george Everest, Richard Chapman, Nicholas Greenwaye, John Pet-
tipoole and Robert Thompson of the same, yeoman, all for keeping
common alehouses without licence. The said Merchant and Bar-
rett acknowledged; the said Swayne and Robinson endorsed “by
the cathe of Mr. Tucke”; the said Everest committed for three days
without bail, acknowledged, and fined 20s., paid to the sheriff in
Court; the said Thompson dead.200

Michaelmas 31 August 1605
At the Special Sessions of the peace held at Barking, before Sir
Robert Leigh and Sir Nocholoas Coote, knts., Thomas Fanshawe,
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William Heigham, Thomas Warren and Reginald Argall, esqs. Stephen
Bull of West Ham, yeoman, and Daniel Townsend of the same, but-
terman, for John typping of the same, leatherdresser, to appear
at the next Quarter Sessions at Chelmsford, being presented to
be a common drunkard and haunted [haunter] of alehouses. . . .
Thomas Nicholson of Barking, fisherman, and John Petpoole [sic]
of the same, carpenter, for John Edwardes of the same, fisherman,
as above. . . . 201

Midsummer 1610
Presentments for Hundreds of Berstable, Chafford and Becontree.
We present the highway from Dagnham to Romford lying with the
liberty of Havering for not being sufficiently repaired according to
statute; John Petipoole and John Adkingsone, both of barking for
keeping each an alehouse there without licence by the space of two
months last pant [past]. . . 202

Epiphany 1611
JUSTICES MEMORANDUM. He [The] date. “The names of all
the victuallers in Bockinge which victualls without lycnece.” Hich
Collins stc. Pemerton John Atkinson, John Pettipole. Signed by
Nich. Coote Endorsed: True bill.203.

10 March 1617 [1617/8]
Assizes held at Brentwood
Indictment of Geop. [Geo.] Newbolt, John Laboureres and Jophn
[John] Pettiepoole carpenter, all of Barking, 15 September 14 Jas.
I, there assaulted John Wheatelye etc. All confessed. Newbolt gave
bail and was fined 40s., the others 5s., Witness: Jopnas [Jonas]
Gravelings.204

10 March 1617 [1617/8]
Assizes held at Brentwood
. . . Geo. Newbald, John Harryson, John Pettypoole– guilty of
assault and bailed for good behavior and fined (illegible). . . . 205

Easter 1617
Jury list and presentment for the Hundreds of Barstable, Chaf-
ford and Becontre. . . . Rob. Hunter (bricklayer), George Mason
(husbandman), Nicholas Greneway (wiremaker), Edward Carter
(weaver) and John Pettypoole (carpenter), all of Barking, for vict-
ualling without licence. . . . 206

and
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11 March 1622 [1622/3]
Assizes held at Chelmsford
Names of Prisoners:-
. . . John Pettypoole committed by Thomas Franshawe, for sus-
picion of felony. . .
Gaol DELIVERY held at Chelmsford on 11 [M]arch 19 James I.
. . . John Pettypoole – remanded by good bail to appear at the
next. . . . 207

To be fair, with the exception of the 1617 indictment for assaulting Wheate-
lye and the 1622/3 indictment for “suspicion of felony,” most of the infractions
of which John was accused turn out to be relatively minor, particularly those
concerned with “victualling without licence.” During this early modern period
in England central and local government authorities attempted to regulate
alehouses because of their association with drunkenness and various other
potentially anti-social activities (music-making, dancing, gambling). Nonethe-
less,

. . . the ease of brewing ale was (and is) such that almost anyone
could open their house as a “pub.” A government survey of 1577
found some 15,000 alehouses; by the 1630s that number had dou-
bled. . . . Little wonder that the ruling elite sought to regulate ale-
houses [even though the] initiative was largely unsuccessful. . . 208

With his alehouse-keeping, John was clearly part of a larger group of cit-
izens trying to address what apparently was a community need for places to
gather. We, too, should possibly not be too concerned about these transgres-
sions because, in the midst of the allegations of social deviance (1603-1622),
John also had been called in 1611 to serve the cause of justice as a member
of a coroner’s jury. We read:

No. 644
John Uphavering of Barking, husbandman, indicted for murder.
By an inquisition held at Barking, 14 March 1611, before John
Nashe, coroner, on the body of Thomas Pricklove, a jury ——Thomas
Lambe, Ncholas Garnishe, Thomas Jefferie, Thomas Branden, John
Byrd, John Potypoole, William Drew, John Pickman, Thomas
Curtys, John Wusbie, Luke Rushe, George Katropp, Thomas Bett,
Anthony Slyder, John Brooke ——found that on 8 March at Bark-
ing, Uphavering attacked Pricklove with an iron ‘tramel’ and struck
him a blow on the head from which he died on 13 March. Guilty
of homicide; allowed clergy [he read a set passage from a book by
which he was able to allege he was a ‘clerk’].209

Unhappily, a week after John’s 1622/3 accusation for “suspicion of felony,”
his wife, Elizabeth, died. The clerk at Saint Dunstan’s and All Saints of Step-
ney parish recorded the burial as follows:

1622 March [1622/3 March]
Elizabeth wife of John Pettipoole of rat [illegible – probably rat-
cliff] carpentr the eighteenth Day210
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Figure 11.1: St. Dunstan’s and All Saints Church, Stepney.

This burial record marks the first of many records to originate from the
parish church at Stepney, the large parish in the East End of London that
served the Tower Hamlets, a collection of small settlements (including Ratcliff,
Wapping, Shadwell, Limehouse and Poplar) that stood outside the eastern
gates proper of the City of London. John Stow, in his 1598 description, made
the following rather unflattering observation about the settlement stretching
from the Tower toward Ratcliff:

Having spoken of this city [London]. . . I am next to speak briefly
of the suburbs . . . for first, to begin in the east, by the Tower of
London, is the Hospital of St. Katherine. . . From this precinct
of St. Katherine to Wapping . . . [there lies] a continual street, or
filthy straight passage, with alleys of small tenements, or cottages,
built, inhabited by sailors’ victuallers, along by the river of Thames,
almost to Ratcliff, a good mile from the Tower.211

Thus, by March 1622 John had moved his family west from Barking to the
suburbs that lay just east of the London city gates. This move may have been
prompted by a desire to escape the prying nature of local Barking authorities,
perhaps it was motivated by finances, perhaps for some other reason. Recall
that John was a carpenter, and it is known that craftsmen nearer the busy
London docks could command higher wages than in the countryside. Skilled
craftsmen in London received wages that were on average one third higher
than in the rest of England.212 Moreover, there was always the need for re-
placement labor in the greater London area as deaths in the capital routinely
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outpaced births due to the constant crowding, filth and disease environment
of the early seventeenth century.213

Figure 11.2: Stepney and Tower Hamlets Boundaries.

1624-1627London area records continue to reflect the changing circumstances of
John’s family through the next two decades. Three marriages occurred in the
mid 1620s, the first recorded in the parish of Saint Dunstan in the East (just
inside the city gates):

Weddings
1624 December 9
Beniamin Sedgwick and Margarett Pettipoole the ninth of De-
cember214
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The other two were registered at Saint Dunstan and All Saints:

Mariages
1627 August
John Pettipoole of Ratcliffe carpenter & Mary Wellin of Shadwell
widow the 7 Day215;

1627 September
Samuell Pettipoole of Ratcliffe cordwainder & Alice Jackson of
Wapping maid 19th216.

The first marriage in the above series of three most likely refers to Mar-
garet, the daughter of John and Elizabeth (Strondall) Pettipoole. Margaret,
born before 27 December of 1602 and eldest daughter of John and Elizabeth,
was probably just days short of twenty-two years old in 1624 and thus of
highly marriageable age. Why the young pair would choose to marry at Saint
Dunstan in the East parish rather than Elizabeth’s home parish of Saint Dun-
stan’s and All Saints, Stepney is open to speculation as convention favored the
bride’s home parish. Nonetheless, Saint Dunstan in the East would have been
just a short walk or boat ride from Stepney. Unfortunately, the couple would
have just a brief time to enjoy their marriage as Margaret was dead by early
1627:

Burialls
1627 Aprill
Margaret wife of Beniamin Sedgwick of Brooke streete [illegible]217

The second marriage is between John Pettipoole and Mary Wellin and ap-
pears to refer to the John who had lost his wife, Elizabeth, in 1622. That
Mary Wellin was a widow may be a clue that she was of more advanced age
and thus an appropriate mate for marriage to a 50-year-old widower like John.
The John being married was described as “carpenter” in the registration, the
occupation that he was known to follow from earlier records. Recall, however,
that a son, also called John, had been born to him and Elizabeth Strondall on
18 March 1600/1. This record could possibly refer to the younger John, who
would now be 27 years old.

There is little doubt that the third marriage is for John’s 21-year-old son,
Samuel, the father of the American immigrant, William. Samuel’s occupation
was that of a “cordwainder.” He will be called a “shoemaker” in some sub-
sequent records but historically a cordwainer was distinguished from other
shoemakers (for example, cobblers) by his ability to work with fine soft leather
in the production of shoes and other luxury footwear.218

Knowledge of Samuel’s occupation helps address a lingering question about
the immigrant William’s footwear. In an article in which I documented Will-
iam’s brief life in America, I noted that in the course of effecting a crime
ordered by his master, he was given “plain shoes because [his] shoes were
French falls thereby that hee should be trackt.”219 Since French falls were
shoes of superior cut and quality (and apparently of distinctive design), 220 I
was perplexed as to how or why an indentured servant would be in possession
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of such an item. Knowing that his father was capable of making such a pair
of shoes for him has yielded a plausible answer to the question.

1628-1637Samuel and Alice (Jackson) Pettipoole produced what could have been a
large family of children, but only two survived early childhood. In the listing
of these children baptism and burial records are given together for all of the
children who died:

Christenings
1628 August
Sara the daughter of Samuell Pettipoole of Shadwell shoemaker
& Alice his wife 24 day221

Burialls
1628 November
Sara Dau of Samuell Pettipoole of Shadwell shoemaker the first
day222

Christenings
1629 September
James sonne of Samuell Pettipoole of Ratcliffe shoemaker & Alice
his wife the 13 day223

Burialls
1629 October
James sonne of Samuell Pettipoole of Ratcliffe shoemaker the 28
day224

Christenings
1630 October
William sonne of Samuell Petipoole of Ratcliffe shoemaker & Alice
the 20 [day]225

Christenings
1633 June 23
Martha daughter of Samuel Pettipoole of Ratcliffe cordwainr &
Alice ux [wife]226

Burialls
1633 September 6
Martha daughter of Samuel Pettipoole of Ratcliffe cordwainr &
Alice227

Christenings
1634 August 10
Jane daughter of Samuel Pettipoole of Ratcliffe cordwainer & Al-
ice ux [wife]228

Burialls
1634 August 18
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Jane daughter of Samuel Pettipoole of Ratcliffe cordwayner &
Alice [illegible]229

Christenings
1635 [1635/6] February 26
Elizabeth daughter of Samuel Pettipoole of Knockfergus cord-
wayner & Alice ux [wife]230

Burialls
Plague 1636 August 5
Elizabeth daughter of Samuel Pettipoole of Knockfergus shoe-
maker231

Christenings
1637 September 24
Mary daughter of Samuel Pettipoole of Elmcourt Shoemaker &
Alice232

From the preceding entries we may infer the following about our immigrant
ancestor’s birth family:

• Of seven known children born to Samuel and Alice Pettipoole, only two,
William, the American immigrant ancestor, and the last born, Mary, sur-
vived infancy. Alice Pettipoole would have been pregnant for much of the
first decade of her marriage, burdened by the loss of most of them, fre-
quently in annual succession.

• While we are not informed about the cause of the most of the children’s
deaths, we are told explicitly, in August 1636, that nearly six-month
old Elizabeth has been felled by plague, an ever-constant companion to
life in seventeenth-century England. In fact, the year 1636, along with
1603 and 1625, have been identified as times of especially epidemic
plague years in London.233 The plague’s presence in Stepney parish is
confirmed by the Stepney Vestry Minutes for April 20, 1636 in which the
clerk noted that “the plague is in some places of the pish [parish] and in
likelihood the contagion may spread further in the same pish. . . ” 234

• At least four addresses are mentioned as residences used by Samuel and
Alice: Shadwell, Ratcliff, the charmingly named Knockfergus and Elm-
court. All would have been considered within Stepney parish although
Shadwell and Ratcliff are the names of hamlets and the other two are the
names of streets. One can imagine or hope that the young family consid-
ered these changes of address “betterment” moves, and that the likely
presence of Elm trees at the last address signaled a relatively whole-
some and agreeable, crowd-free existence. For a sense of the type of
housing many seventeenth century Londoners would have found famil-
iar see the following 3D representation of seventeenth century London–
youtube video: Pudding Lane Productions, Crytek Off The Map.235

One additional reference, apparently to a Pettipoole child, exists in the
Saint Dunstan’s registers from the decade of the 1630s. The entry records a
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death, for which there is no corresponding baptism entry, and is written in
such a way as to imply that the deceased person was a child (or at the least,
an unmarried person still living in the parent’s home). It reads:

Burialls
1631 October 27
Mary daughter of John Pettipoole of Brooke street carpenter236

This citation again appears to refer to John, father of Samuel and grand-
father to William, the immigrant. If so, Mary, the deceased daughter, could be
from an unrecorded birth either to the dead Elizabeth Strondall, first wife of
John, or to the later wife, Mary Wellin. If the latter, Mary would have arrived
after John had entered his sixth decade of life. However, echoing a previous
conjecture, Mary could also be a daughter to the younger John, son of the
elder John and Elizabeth Strondall. There is no certain way, at this point, to
test the two possibilities.

After the formation of Samuel’s family in the 1620’s and 1630’s, the records
for this branch of the Pettypool family are relatively few. We do not, for exam-
ple, have any additional records referring to William, the immigrant, until he
appears in Virginia in the late 1650s. Nor do we know when Alice, William’s
mother, died. In those instances in which we do again hear of Pettypools, we
find them coping with a time of tumult in English political life – the English
Civil War(s).

Greatly simplified, the years between roughly 1640 and 1651 were a time
associated with political and military skirmishes between two political fac-
tions, the Parliamentarians and the Royalists, about how England would be
governed.237 The ultimate outcome would lead to the English Interregnum
(1649-1660), the longest period in England’s political history when it would
be ruled, under Oliver Cromwell, as a republic.238 As the seat of government,
Greater London played a crucial role in the prosecution of the hostilities (al-
though it was not the actual site of any serious military battle).

1641In a forerunner to actual military engagement, English men were asked in
the summer of 1641 to sign an oath affirming their allegiance to the cause of
Parliament and the Protestant religion against the alleged “popish” (Catholic)
tendencies of King Charles I (he had married a Catholic). We read:

RATCLIFF.
A note of the names of the Inhabytants of one divissyon of the
Hamblett of Ratcliff w[hi]ch has taken the p[ro]testation as also
the names of th[e]m th[at] are at sea marked in the margent w[i]th
a *.

Tho Cropley [first name of a long return of names]. . .
John Pettypoole. . .
Sam: Pettypoole. . .
Abraham Turner [last name of the long return of names]
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John Berrye Churchward[en]
Jo: Best Colecto[r]239

One of the females of the Pettypool family also seems to have become em-
broiled in interactions flowing from civil war tensions. A Mary Pettypoale,
likely the wife of John, was called to act as witness in a case being heard
against a Middlesex magistrate (Mr. Jay) in the House of Lords as follows:

21 January 1641
Witnesses sworn in Causa Arnold contra Jay
Jo. Chambers . . . [begins list of 43 citizens]
Mary Pettypoale . . .
Ethelbert Widdowes [ends list of 43 citizens]240

This case arose during a time when Parliamentarians were trying to find
an accommodation with King Charles I and in early 1641 had embarked on an
attempt to rid London churches and local government of adherents to Charles’
lukewarm forms of Protestantism. The case appears among a series of accusa-
tions against vicars and local magistrates for improper approaches to religious
celebration. As noted by Stephen Porter “the war provided the conditions in
which it was possible to challenge the status quo in civil government and reli-
gion, resulting in political purges of the governing body and the displacement
of clergy.”241 Although minutes from the meetings of the House of Lords do
not explicitly link Arnold and Jay with civil war antagonisms, a subsequent
description of the case strongly implies political motivation:

27 January 1641
Upon reading the Petition of Richard Arnold and others; shewing,
That one Mr. Jay, a Justice of the Peace for the county of Midd.
[Middlesex] having misdemeaned himself in his said Place of Jus-
ticeship; it was ordered by the House, That the said Mr. Jay be put
out of the Commission of the Peace; for which Purpose the House
appointed the Lord Keeper to see that it done.242

One wonders how ordinary citizens like John, Mary and Samuel Pettypool
felt about being pulled into political struggles not of their making. Were their
allegiances truly Parliamentarian, as records of their behavior would suggest,
or were they responding pragmatically as the circumstances dictated?

1645-1646 The final set of personal events surrounding this branch of Pettypools is
documented in East End parish records, beginning with the death of John
Pettypoole, carpenter.

Burialls Att Stepnie
1645 June 28
John Pettypoole of Brooke streete Carpenter243
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Presumably this is John Pettypool, the putative grandfather of the immi-
grant. If so, he had a long life, especially by the standards of his era. He would
have turned 68 years old in the May preceding his death in June, 1645, dur-
ing a time when life expectancy for adults was about 38 years.244 He had
spent a good part of his later years on Brooke Street in the hamlet of Ratcliff,
in Stepney parish. (See page 97 for a map of the Brooke Street neighborhood.)

His wife, Mary, apparently did not long remain a widow.

Marriages At Stepney
March 23 1645 [1645/6]
Mathew Jones of Whitehorse street Musician & Mary Pettypoole
of the same245

One wonders where Mathew Jones plied his trade as a musician. Such an
occupation is not commonplace in the church registers of the time although
during his era “urban corporations . . . maintained minstrels to perform on
ceremonial occasions [and] . . . roving minstrels, ballad singers, and players
. . . often appeared at fairs and markets.”246

1654-1658Nine years passed before Mathew Jones died:

Burialls att Stepnie Anno 1654
December 30
Mathew Jones of Whitehor[se] streete Musician247

There is some uncertainty about when Mary died as the name is quite com-
mon and there are two burial entries in the late 1650’s in the Saint Dunstan’s
registers for a Mary Jones, widow. One of the following may designate the
burial of the widowed and remarried wife of our John, or neither may:

Burialls att Stepnie 1657
April 13
Mary Jones of Ratcliffe Widdow248

Burialls att Stepnie 1658
August 4
Mary Jones of Ratcliffe Highway Widd[ow]249

Another marriage entry leaves no doubt about the identity of the partici-
pants. This last known wedding of a Pettypool family member in England also
takes place in the mid-1650s. The vicar at St. George the Martyr of Southwark
Parish writes:

Publications in Aprill and May 1654
Aprill 16

John Winseley mariner and Mary Pettipoole daughter of Samuell
& Alice from Stepney250
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Mary, daughter of Samuel and Alice, was only seventeen when she married
John Winseley in Saint George the Martyr parish church in Southwark parish.
Why was Southwark parish chosen for the ceremony since the convention is
for a marriage to take place in the parish of the bride? Perhaps John Winseley
lived there.

Although nominally in the county of Surrey, Southwark has been con-
sidered a part of Greater London for many centuries as it is the southern
entrance to the City of London, residing on the south bank of the Thames and
slightly upriver from the Tower Hamlets. It would have been an easy crossing
for John, either by water or over London Bridge from Southwark to the north
bank of the Thames and Stepney parish. At present, the question is without
an answer as no further information has been found for this couple.

1667 A final English reference signals the apparent end of male descendants
carrying the Pettypool surname in England. Samuel, the father of William, the
immigrant, died in Stepney in 1667, only a year before his son, William, was
to die in America:

Burialls Att Stepnie Anno 1667
August 20
Samuel Pettipole of Lymehouse pentioner251

Figure 11.4: Example of 17th Cen-
tury Almshouse in Stepney.

Samuel had attained a ripe old
age for his time. Born 15 Febru-
ary 1606/7, Samuel died at age sixty
years and six months at Limehouse,
one of the hamlets within Stepney
parish. He must have been of strong
constitution, surviving the London
Great Plague of 1665, a year dur-
ing which fifteen percent of London’s
population was decimated by an es-
pecially virulent form of the dread
disease.252

Samuel was designated a “pen-
tioner,” implying that he was con-
sidered one of the elderly poor and
needy in his parish, possibly sup-
ported by the parish under the sys-
tem of “poor relief” that had been in-
stituted in the 1601 Elizabethan Poor Law acts.253 In a 1720 update to
Stow’s Survey of London, John Strype wrote as follows about attempts to
serve the needy: “This parish of Stepney hath more Almes-houses built within
the Bounds of it than I can tell of; some anciently founded, others more
lately erected.”254 Samuel may well have been living in one of these many
almshouses that came to characterize the poverty-prone East End.
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Figure 11.3: Stepney: Brook Street Neighborhood and St. Dunstan
and All Saints Church.
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Figure 11.5: Speculative Descendant Chart for Pettypool families from East End, London.
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CHAPTER 12

Some Concluding Observations

Because of the necessarily fragmented nature of the available source material,
this story of the Pettypools in England has often relied on inference, and some
suggested pedigrees have been more tentative and speculative than ideally
desired. I have attempted to justify my claims of relationship with reasoned
argument and verifiable data and hope that I have made evident to the reader
the many connections that are not yet capable of proof beyond a reasonable
doubt.

I conclude with a few final observations. My goal is to briefly highlight
facets of the Pettypool story in England that seem particularly interesting to
me or significant in understanding the larger social and economic context of
our ancestors’ life experience, particularly as they might apply to William, the
American immigrant. Another goal is to point possible directions for subse-
quent research into Pettypool family history.

• When the last remaining members of the English Pettypool family be-
came London residents in the early seventeenth century, the spelling
of the surname became much more standardized and largely assumed
the two variant forms — Pettypool(e) and Pettipool(e) — that we recog-
nize today. Most of the alternatives that appear in records of the time
are merely deviant spellings of these two forms. The pronunciation and
spelling had settled down as compared to earlier centuries, and a pref-
erence for “e” at the first vowel position had been established with the
move to London. The clear association of the surname with its origins
at Pooty Pools Farm had likely become blurred. After five centuries, it
is doubtful whether even the seventeenth-century carriers of the name
would have been aware of the association.

• According to existing records, William, the American immigrant, was the
last of the Pettypools to be christened with the surname in England.
English national surname indexes subsequent to the seventeenth cen-
tury show no evidence of anyone bearing the surname Pettypool or any
likely variants. Such a scarce surname, although narrowing the field of
view, has proved invaluable in widening prospects for an expanded me-
dieval history. Although not all links among individuals we encountered
from the twelfth through the seventeenth century can be genealogically
“proved,” all English Pettypools almost certainly arose from one original
medieval family and all should be considered a cousin at some level,
even if not a lineal ancestor.
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• As many of their earlier moves appear to have been associated with eco-
nomic opportunity, it is of interest and perhaps telling that at the end
of the day the family in England should find their way to London. In
keeping with many families that had followed agricultural pursuits dur-
ing the Middle Ages, the Pettypools had turned to wage-earning trades
by the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. By ultimately servicing the
booming East End shipping industry, they likely found the best wages in
the England of their time. As the son and grandson of London craftsmen,
William, the immigrant likely brought no actual experience of farming to
his role as an indentured agricultural servant in colonial Chesapeake.
The new climate, rough work environment and pioneer conditions of
colonial Virginia must have been a hard adjustment to a young man who
had basically known only London city life during his formative years.

• The Pettypool men in William’s direct lineage were long-lived. Only Will-
iam, the immigrant, was unable to survive beyond the age of forty, suc-
cumbing in his late thirties in the malarial and disease-ridden environ-
ment of the Chesapeake. His father, Samuel, had lived to age 60, his pre-
sumed grandfather, John, to age 68 and his putative great-grandfather,
Richard, into his early sixties. The immigrant William’s only son, also a
William, living in Virginia but away from the low-lying Tidewater region,
likewise is judged to have survived into his early sixties, as did his two
sons.255 In a time when forty was considered the beginning of advanced
age, this legacy of longevity is impressive and likely helps account, dur-
ing the first few generations in America, for the persistence and spread
of the surname.

• Currently, there is no “smoking gun” to explain the immigrant, Will-
iam’s, desire to leave England and embark on a new life in Virginia. He
must have been highly motivated in order to leave aging parents as well
as face the loss of the close-knit parish life that he likely would have
known in the seventeenth century East End. Possibly the periods of
economic recession and declining wages endemic to early seventeenth
century London convinced him to go.256 Perhaps the Civil War that had
worn on during much of his youth and early adolescence was a factor.
Perhaps he had a taste for adventure and a desire for land, two New
World attractions that England could not offer.

• The Pettypool surname appears endangered. It would already have gone
extinct in the seventeenth century had not William, the American im-
migrant, managed to produce a son. As an extremely low-frequency
surname, it is pure happenstance that it endured and continues to do
so. This is exemplified by its frequency in the major indexes of surnames
from the centuries surrounding William’s Atlantic journey. For example,
Ancestry.com has computed the number of birth, marriage and death
records added to its databases with the contribution of those from the
London Metropolitan Archives for the years 1538-1812. Those Archive
records associated with the Pettypoole/Pettipoole surname number 28
out of a total of nearly nine million (8,841,248), and some of these are
duplications for the same event.257 That count produces a vanishingly
small proportion of instances of the surname although it is not unusual
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for surnames to have gone extinct in the United Kingdom that survive
in the United States, Canada or Australia.258 According to a project
citing the 2000 US Census, 104 people were counted as currently us-
ing the Pettypool surname.259 With a 2014 estimate of the US popula-
tion resting at approximately 317 million,260 an even smaller proportion
currently use the surname than did in the seventeenth century. Al-
though there are likely thousands of “genetic” Pettypool descendants in
the United States carrying truncated versions of the surname, we should
be especially grateful to those few families that have stuck with the orig-
inal spelling and carried the name forward into the twenty-first century,
more than eight centuries after its creation.
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Notes

1William Henry Perrin (Editor). County of Christian Kentucky. His-
torical and Biographical. (Chicago: F.A. Battey Publishing Co., 1884),
597-598.

2Perhaps the reason some families adopted the Poole variant, in
preference to Pool, is that, like my mother, they tired of hearing their
childhood peers tease them with “So who’s your daddy, Cess Pool?”
My third cousin, Herbert Leslie Poole of Summerfield, North Carolina,
recalled hearing stories about his father’s cousin, a school teacher
who changed the spelling for herself, actively encouraged the same for
her extended family and thereby unilaterally accomplished the change
from Pool to Poole within a generation in Herb’s branch of the Pettypool
family.

3Among all branches so far tested, results for the Pettypool DNA
Project at Family Tree DNA confirm the positive genetic relatedness
among the descendants of the American immigrant, William. Of course,
these results confirm that there was likely only one immigrant of the
surname ever to reach North America. It does not prove that there was
only one original family in England ever to take the name. However,
as the subsequent narrative will demonstrate, the novel character and
low frequency of the surname from medieval times onward makes this
supposition highly probable.

4Recent action by local record offices offering early vital records
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